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P r • f a c • 
The Upp«r jamuna project has baen attablithad to 
aolva the watar dlsputas batwean tha concarnad statatt and 
tha Ghaggar Rivar Baaina has baan nawly attabllshad by tha 
aid of United Nations Davelopnent projact dua to tha affactiva 
na«dt of wartar in tha area. 
AT^  so thasa two projacts hava a graat isiportanea for 
tha gaohydrological student. 
The author personally observed tha borehole geophysical 
exploration, lone testing, river gauging, water table meaauriag 
ments etc* The author* s observations of various tee}»iic(ues in 
exploration and exploitation of groundwater are most inpoitant 
gains during the project. 
Lastly the re«;ult of U.J.p l*- not disclosed yet as 
i t completed it5four year duration and while as G.R.B. Project 
i s just recently established, whidh has great purpose behind 
i t that to make the concerned states fgro^e^onomically rich as 
they have no natural mineral4 reserves. 
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CUR RESOURCES aEVELOPMENT. AND UnLlSAnON 
India ha» mor* than a f ifth of \world^ t lrxlgat«d «x«a. 
N«v«rth«lefts, the country iuffvrs from chronic food thertdgo 
when India attainod indop«ndano» in 1947, baaidos various 
scio««conomic problamt* one of the greatest challanges that 
had to be faced was food. The indiaih^subcontinent has d iver t 
physiographic and clinatological regions* The bulk of precepetation 
i s during monsoon months which are capricious* The agricultural 
production can rest on a fizm basis only by asswned supplies of 
irrigation waters* 
At the beginning of the plan period in 1951 the area under 
irrigation from all sources was 22*66 million hectares* AS a 
result of works carried out during the three five year plans and 
annual plansupte March 1969 the irrigated area increased upto 
27*98 M,H. The total Irrigation potential i s , however, estimated 
as 82 M*H* A lot of ground s t i l l remains undiscovered* 
The total surface water resources in the country are put 
as 1675 milliaad cubic meters out of which 550 milliard cubic 
meters ate considered uti l isable , only 93 milliard cubic meters. 
*i«iich represent 17 % of the irrigated ut i l i s ib le resources have 
been ut i l i ied Mi l 1957. upto the end of march 1969, 205 M.C**!. 
which represent 37 % of the utllixable quantity of water has been 
uti l i ied* Therefore sukstaintial quality of water remain s t i l l 
to be exploited for irrigation and other uses* 
The water resources in the country af considerable about 
-At •4ii4«M v^m. 1%* *hm i»le<rtrldtv can be oenerated froai the 
»2» 
hydropowtr potential of the country. U l l JL951 tho total 
Inttallad capacity was 2.3 million K.W. Till tho 1968*69 tho 
initallod capacity was raised to 41.29 million K.W* out of which 
40 ^ i s hydropewsr. 
FUNCTIONAL USES OF WATER 
wator has two dlfforsnt oconomic functions. Firstly i t forms 
a part of the infrastructure of the economy and secondary i t 
constitutes a means of production. The Infrastructure use of water 
constitutes i t s uti l ization for domestic or nomal industrial 
requirments when used as a means of production i t foms v^at Is 
known as i t s econmimptive use such as i t s use for irrigated 
agrloilture or i t s use in stisstantial quantities in some industries. 
The general purposs infrastructure use of water i s the right 
of all areas falling in the particular river basin. The general 
development of the region and the USB of waters consequent there 
upon are Interlinked. However, the ojnsumptive use of water as 
a means of production i s dictated by the economic objections such 
cixisielitKixvkliklcxMtdissxscsldltxiiiiAxfMdilcttcai xrtqIetsldtciHkxx xxxxxxxxx 
as increase in production and though these economic objections of 
reaching s t i l l wider social and political objections. 
Optimisation of the sodo-economftc objections govern from 
the outset engineering and planting considerations for water 
development and should rightly have a decisive influence on the 
ultimate engineering proposals. India has regions which are arid 
••3« 
«nd others which a n vlsit«d by fanlnt or ar« flubj«cttd to 
vag«ri«t of monsoon. Dlffor«nt l inos of approach ono,thorofero, 
folloMid in tho various agro-elieote xonoe. 
Tho policy In arid and semi arid regions Is to 9lv« priority 
by providing wartor for hunarbelngs and aninals for drinking 
purposes and only tho balance of wator ussd for mooting tho 
Irrigation neods. Agrloulturo In aroas should bo gueh as to 
minisiito tho wastage of water. c;prlnkler or trickier type irrigation 
could be used with profit. 
in draught effected areas the main policy approach I s the 
conjectlve u«e of available waters from R.F.t ftirface irrigation, 
expolltation of underground water resources. The Agricultural 
crop pattern best suited for such areas I s the one which provide* 
maxlsRim protection frcm draught and at the same tlice ensures as 
good and stable^ an Income pcMinit of land Is possible. The 
main policy approach has to be protective irrigation. 
For all such areas which can be called occasiinally draught 
affeded the main poliey approach i s to maximise income (yield) 
per unit of land and per unit of time, i t has to be realised that 
thero i s an over all shortage of cultivable land In tht country 
relative to population and other factors. The crop pattern and suppl^  
of water has thus to be so arranged that the total annual or stasona 
production of crops are maximised both kmtmwmm in terms of quantity 
and profitability at any time, irrigation in such cases has to be 
productive instead of SMsely protective. 
mAm 
EVALUATION OF HYDROLOGy 
The flritt and forenott •ngln««ring lnv«tt igat iont to b« 
mad* In any w«t«r resources d«fvelopBient project i s l t « hydrology. 
Broadly theee Investigations are nade to determine the rain fa l l 
in the project cdtchment and lun-off upto th© proposed diversion 
or storage s i t e . The date* to be collected for the purpoee comprises 
of (1) a water shed map vdth rain-gouges, discharge s i t e s and iKBeMetf 
Isoheyts (11) A v a i l ^ l e monsoon H . F . data for the catdunent gusfc 
for 89 long as period as possible; ( i i i ) available gauge and 
discharge data for the main river and i t s tributries (iv) 
hydrographes df the river; (v) gauges at short intervals during 
flood occurrence and observed maxinum flood; (vi) observed sediment 
data; (v i l ) ev^>oration data, i t i s rdbely that all th*« data 
i s available. However, in such cases there are known statistical 
and other me-Uieds by which the known R.F* and cetehsient 
diaracteristies the zun-off can be estimated. Also with known 
floods in the region on the particular stream or adjoining streams 
the max. flood at the particular site can be estljnated. in Itfge 
projects investigations are ^read out over a number of years, say 
between two to five d^sending on the magnitude of the prft#eet are 
checked and authenticated by actual observation at the detailed 
investigation and design stages. 
The stamiared practice for assessment of dependable yield 
in irrigation projects islhat the project should be successful 
for etleast 75 % of the time i . e . to say 3 out of four years; 
while in p««er projects the bases i s 90 9( availability i . e . the 
. 5 . 
rtquir«d povmt draft should be avuilable in 9 out of iO yoars. 
Xn C8M of vntttr gupply projects the sipply Is to be engured at 
all times i . e . lOOjif availability. For purposes enffiring the 
water at the desired dependibillty at the required tine three 
types of works can be conslderred viz run<>off the river schaaws 
for recharging groundwater or underground storage schemes have been 
undertaken in nany parts of the world'. 
The run-off the river types of works comprises of weir or 
barrage or punping schenes 9ithir fixed or on floating barages 
with the necessary conductor fystea. The conditions for which 
the types of fi«rks uA availability of water all»round the year 
equal to or inexees t of the demand. The necessary head for drifing 
the vvater in the water conductor systen i s created by the 
construction of a weir (with or withmit gates) or barrage or by 
direct pumping from the river or from natural or artificial recharge 
groundwater« 
t)9hen the availability of water i s short of the deaiand,the 
stfM has to be stored and made availi^le at a requisite head during 
periods of deoiand. The requisite storage has to be created either 
near the demand areas or higher up or in some cai^s even en •riEkaw 
anotf^r ttrean depending on engineering suitability. To tide over 
bad years of wnter iteoRsyc shortage, some times depending on 
Guit£^ility of the s i te , carrey over storage i s to be provided the 
extent of «Meh again depends on an economic analysis of increnenti 
. 6 . 
b«n«fit8 Bnii optiiBitation thervef. Alt«rnativ«ly Irrigation 
r#quirm»ntt in pertt or full can b9 mvti by •xploitatien of 
groundwater. Th« surface and groundwaters together can slwo be 
made to meet the den and t* 
The other controlling factors v^ich have a direct bearing 
on the type of control structure end ( the topogrif>h|r/^  of the 
valley ani type of lands or properties submerged verses storage 
volume crested, physical properties and potentialit ies of the site 
for location of surplusing works, avoil ability of construction 
naterials and machinery and existing awoaunieaftion f«»eilities for 
transporting the same to iLte of works. Geological investigations 
are carried out by corepetent hydrologists. 
The various problems which had fiven birth in u.J.P. and 
Qhaggar both respectively were and are studied extensively or 
micro arti mlicro leve ls , eo that It can be able to take more and 
e«5Jal benefits by the concerned states, and which shall at last 
lead then^  to stable themselves in the egro^indusridl road. 
&^0f the main aspect>of U.J.P. I s to aettle tYmi dispute 
between the concerned states for the unequal distribution of 
water,/is being tkpffM4^. The c.CW.B. i s determining the extent 
of groundwater available in the region and irrigation requirement 
for surface wtter can be modified in the deaand schedule for 
irrigation, or in the Ghaggar the flood water can be utilized fc 
recharging the subsurface storages or for desalinisation of salt 
water storages* 
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^WWC GENBR/1 IWTRODUCTION OF WB U.J.P. 
Th« UPP«r Januna project alms •t an extenslv© appraisal 
of Groundwater resource<s of th« UPp«r Januna Batin apamlng ovar 
parts of Ihe itaies of H.p., Haryana, u„P. end D«lhi. in the 
multldlseipline approach planned for undertaking th is appraitel, 
the geologicel control of the groundvi«ter regions assunes priae 
importance. The objection of the hydrogeolegieal itudiet and the 
approach proposed for echievinci i t , has been autnnerised here. 
The folle«dng broad objections are setup for hydrological 
studies. 
TO arrive st ^« better understanding of the sub«8jrface 
gf^ology of the basin lying southof siwelik foot hil l aone upto 
the depth of interest. This includes the deteraination of the 
geoloqical boundairies aquifer nappliiig and the study and the 
nature of sub*surface strata to evolve the sedimentolegieal history 
of the basin as f«r as possible 
To study the groundwater flow pat torn sdthil) the sedisietotary 
strata upto the depth of interest. The flow has to be studied 
in dimensions and i t s relation to the geological and hydrolegical 
control has to be established. The effects of the iRan made f^ ^ature 
have to be studied In detail in order to arrive at the safe yield 
and the basin for the artificial drawals. 
TO study the contineously changing stress and strain relation 
in groundwater basin c«jsed due to the various natural man made 
. 8 . 
factors for prognosis of th« bohsvloB of tho groundiw«t«r basin 
in time tpaco* 
AS « subclass ths abovs objection to study and evolvs 
ths aquifor parasietors for ths aquifor systsn of Intorost in 
ordor to understand ths behaviour of the groundwater storage 
and flow. 
Ttw ipctial limit of the study area has been defined in 
the H»F»C» m««o. However, the depth of interest for the surface 
of hydrologlcal studies and observations has not been defined. 
This i s proposed to be kept 450 m. below ground level on the 
following consideration. Th® existing private wells over most 
of the basin has been constructed at shallower depth of 70 to 
60 IB. b .g . l . The existing strata tubewells over tho basin are 
generally restricted in depth down to 100-150 m» The recently 
constructed deep ••gmnntatton and direct irrigation wells go 
down to the 200 to 300m. depth b . g . l . However, there tf 
relatively few in number. Tho major works are thus existing down 
to the shellower depth of 2D0 n. b . g . l . and the d^velopsMiit 
in the future i s l ikely to be restricted down to 300 m. b .g . l . 
<;ince the maximum thickness of the alluviaum into the basin i s 
l ikely to be of the order of 300 mts. (except in certain areas 
where i t i s shallow) carrying out the present studies down to the 
entire depth of alluvium i s out of consideration. The depth limit 
of 490 mts. ^>proximately are both necessary and sufficient and 
shall also keep ths investigation stxs to continue the develepnent 
for esseable future. 
a>9w 
Hi thin the above d«fin«d dopth, i t i s advisable to hav« 
variable trnphasis on the different depth sections* It will be 
natural and logical to pay maxiimjin attention to the aquifers 
which have been developed mott for groundwater v i i . those 
occuring from 20-150 sits, b . g . l . incidently maximiiR hydrological 
infozmatien i s available for th is section. The aquifer s/sten Hcykii 
lying at a general depth of 190 to 300 sits, b . g . l . though not 
extensively developed at present have started appearing on the 
satna and nay hold storage Into the near future good developB»nt 
progress. <ubgtential observations on the strata in the above 
(topth rate wiU have to be made, though seme v^at a reduced level 
as compared to the overlying strata. 
The aquifer system occuring at the deeper level below 
300-450 m. b . g . l . may or may not be developed for groundwater 
in the somei^at near future. Howaver, some observations vdll have 
to be made mainly for studying sedlmentological history to study 
the hydrometric cont*ming with the overlying strata. Balow the 
depth only stratigraphi c beds donw to MO mte. are proposed to 
dri l legi at a few situated points* 
THE a?B-^ tmFAQE QSOLOGYi 
The catchment area of Yamuna rain falling to siwalik foot 
hi l l zone i s not of interest at the main alluvial basin commences 
from siMvlilca zona <^waxds. The contact of giwalik and the aldwitl 
alluvium of recent to sub-recent age i^ asan unconformable contitacti 
and i s overlain by t he Bhdbhar piedmont fomations # which intuw 
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Bf int«rfzlngtd vdth Taral and axial deposits, slwallk 
foxnations BI» suspedtsd to havs besn rstnembsrsd at a ralativaly 
shallow dopth at GafWshpur. Exploratory well of E*T*0« of 
f^oorkeei Dohradun fload. som^ structural disturfoaness within 
the iowtr <;iwalik strata wsro also suspoctod from shallowsr 
depth at which theset^ are located. It Is not unlikely that 
structural disturbances within tho ciwalik even overlying alluvial 
beds.of Dolhi (the Delhis and Aravalis). The seiffnic survey 
indicates that the bed rock occurs relatively at a shallower 
depth («200 to -500 m) in an area extending from panipat to 
Dolhi and infact thore i s m underground ridge extending towards 
NNE along Aravalli axis . / A najor Boundary FMlt cuts across thAs 
ridge extension, the rwrth eastorn side being th» Down throw 
side. Thus the basin i s deepest (-1CXX) to -3000 m) in an 
elongated area lying between this boundary f<iult and the foot 
hi l l zone. Though the penaular shield area ( the Ar«9alli Delhi 
c^stens) also have been a source K99 presently no significant 
drainage (traniporting agency) i s v i s ib le . May be in the past, 
some drainage emanating fron peninsular side existed but has 
become extinct and oblitrated. presently the januna flows over 
t h i s area do te to the Delhi.ridge. The extension of jasuna 
drainage ever ar^* underlain at shallow depth by bed rock may be 
representing the l a t i s t phase in i t s shifting courses. 
I t i s , thus, l ikely that sediments coming from two 
distinct provences may hav got mixed up tFw these areas, the 
dominant contribution being from the Hinalayes. 
- I I -
A hu^e amount of pezmanontly land locked river alluvlua 
(down to -3000 to -4000 m. depth) has naturally suggested that 
the bottom of the basin was sinking as the deposit was being 
layed. This sinking has dlso4ids to be of such order that at 
the time of i^iver flow towards the sea IMS naintained (otharwise, 
i f the sinking of the river level goes below the graded profile, 
the river instead of flowing into km the sea, would flow into 
a land locked depression, sk Tha environment of deposition was 
the peculiear and the chan^ng land foms witlnesed by history 
will not have characteristics of the land forms of an erosion 
basin. Ill i s conceivable that the river build up flat and broad 
embarknents of i t s deposits along any particular course and often 
cut across these deposits to shift towards an adjaeant lovdying 
area all the while naintaning some residual gradient towards 
the sea* Thus i t will be logical to expect many changes in the 
river courses, which could have wandered all over the basin, 
keeping the emerging point from Himalayas more or less stable, 
in this connection i t may be recalled that the rivar jamuna was 
once inipposed to be tributary of the mighty sarawati which v^s 
following west-wards and j^ins the Arabian sea (Krishnan). 
If that was not, the major change in the drainage from west-
wards into saHbwati to south easternwards into the Qanga begin 
sould be relatively a recent phenomenon. No possible reason for 
such a major change (river piracy) i s in evidence at present. 
May be, the area, underlying the triangle formed by Kafnal, 
Thanesmn and jaoadhari bears some evidence of the diange * 
•12 . 
Apothtr complicating factor i s the proximity of th« 
Mighty aanga, whoa» basin l imits might have changed and hence 
overlapped at places on Janune basin. 
The above background will throw some light on the 
complicatid nature of the sub-surface lithology. For any 
particular r i l i c t river course, the sediment wi l l have two 
gradients ont along the channel and other across the sne* 
Lensing out or pinching off of particular beds nay be 
expected in thete directions overlapping of the sediments of 
the adjacent rel ict drainages of the problem of reworking 
(cut*outs socalled) will complicate the picture. Therefore, 
any attempt to exactly mark out extensions of individual 
stratum over such a large basin may not be meaningful. 
What may be attompted is lo evolve a broad similarity of 
strata from one point to the other and study the regionality 
of the prevalence of particular l i tho t^^s . in the 
present case the sands and clays which form the 
aquifers and confining beds, respectively, so that i t can 
be easy for surface hydrologists and sedimentologists to 
deliaeate easily the aquifers. Many devices and methods 
have been evolved to overcome such di f f icul t ies which 
V meit within the basin. The major method^ i s to study 
the respective dril l sMxxiat coring from various site stations. 
- 1 ^ 
For •volving such sub-surfac« llthology th« exlfting 
data eollaetvd from ttata tubenalls will ba utad sinea theta 
data zapraaant only a liinitad dapth, ara driUars log, and hava 
no iE«9 elactrical log countarparta thalr uaa may ba linitad 
to mektf up th is short coming and to axtand tha obaarvations dovm 
to the dapth of Intaraet dafinad aarlSar, stum holas will ba 
dril led down to 450 m. dapth at about inp sites (distributed 
evenly over the project area) on both the banks about 8 key holes 
down to lOCX) n or bed rock which ever i s earlier would be drilled 
to study tha sadiaiantologieal history of the baaln. 
The method of extension ttf individual stratum will be 
based on lithologt and a bore hole geophysical logs. The g.p. 
log, natural gamma and normal resist ivity curves may be uaad 
for these purpoaet. surface resist ivity surveys connecting 
d i f fennt bore holes are also propoaed along a number of L 8. T 
aactlont across the preaait river courae to establith/verifying 
contiruity of the individual stratum. 
The direct rotatory method dril l ing with attendent 
d i f f icul t ies normally does not yield accurate repreaentative 
strata Saaplas* I t i s therefore, doubtful i f the l i tho apples 
collected through the bore holes collected would qualify for 
a vegorous sedimentoleglcal lab. tachniquea like mechanical 
analysis, study of heavy minerals or other luch studies for 
Corelation purposes, however, attempts for analysis would be 
made. 
For the reaaon mentioned above in the matter of sub-. 
surface lithelegy more reliance map have to placed on the b^ FO. 
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bert hol« geophysical data* 
GROU^ DWATBR FLOW: 
Th» Groundw»t»r f low i s govtrnod to a l«rg© extent 
by the flub-«ijrfae« geology* The medium through which the flew 
t a k e s place «ay be kmi uniform, homogenous, I so top le* i n f i n i t e 
i n areal extent or nay be non u n l f o m a l l y layered , and an i so tro-
pic and limited in areal extent, further vdthin the individual 
layer a graval change in texture, composition nay take place, 
the sediment under considratlon may fal l in the latter cateigory* 
The sediment upto 450 m depth i s expected to be a mul t i l aye red 
mass, the individual layers having local extension and depth 
hydraulic character si st ies like the transmisibilitY. vertical 
permeability and gtoravity. The extension of individual layer 
i s duely to be controlled by good geological and hydrodynanical 
factors «9hlch governed transportation and deposition of the 
river alluvium. 
The upptr surface of the siturated strata represents the 
W*T* All the strata occurring below this irrespective of i t s 
tr an v i s i b i l i t y etc* i s saturated with water. <d.nce the water* 
table i s a free surface expressed to atmospheric pressure. 
The fmamntxtt aiovemont of water in the w»T* aquifer 
w^lch nay extent to vailmis depths at xscsaeKit various places takes 
place from higher elevation to the lower. The w*T* may be under 
laying at a poorly permeable or almost impermeable layer which 
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In turn «iay b« underlain by another aqulf«r. Thl« t«cond 
aquifer a»ay be leakey confined or unconflned and In turn will be 
underlain by another poorly permeable or irapermeable layer. TMS 
sequence goet on repeating vdth depth. The pecularlty to note Is 
that these peme^le and non-peme^le layer not have a regional 
extension n^d hence the confined or unconflned behaviour nil l 
hold good over smaller area. <»condaly fsubstantatlver water 
exchange betxveen peraeable and less pemeable layers se«n^  to be 
occurtng, i t i s truly that when fw viewed on a regional scale the 
deeper confined layer will have hydraulic continuity wltli the 
shallo»ir water-ti^le zor» through lateral extension and 
Indirectly thxough Itvuaierable leakey confining layers. However, 
th is I s not to eonoe4i as sons as some may argue that even ih9 
deeper aquifer could be taken to be under w*T* conditions rather 
the flow chi^racteristies and aquifer parameters of these layers 
even vMle being connected with shallower aquifer I s likely to be 
closer to the / fonflned leakey confined aquifers* 
Ttt study the Groundwater flow pattern matttMm through auch 
a complex deposit Is going to prove a complex job. The flow of 
water in the i^allower w.T* aquifer may be observed f rcMi behevlouz 
of water level in the open wall shallow plezometeslc and streams. 
For t h i s puxpose a network of observation station of requlsi^te 
Intensity vsAll be (and has been) established covering the or 
entire basin observation of water level of these stations will be 
carried out five time during an year vir , pre-«onsoon 
(15-25 Aig«), post-monsoon 25th ssptember to 10th Oct), 
Mid-winter (1st to 15th jan^ and spring (15th . 30th >iprll). 
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W8t»r 8OTpl«s Villi be collected at th« tlra« of pre-»onsoon 
and poet-tTtondoon nteasurenent. SLippliiMntarY shallow pr»zoinetrict 
tapping \\'.T« aquifer will b© get up in limited section across 
the river at fivo or six places i t s closely study influent/ 
effluent nature of the river flow. 
plez<«etric heads of deeper aquifer have also to be 
iTi^ asured in each type of piezc^eter will represent the maxinum 
cumulative head for that group of aquifers at the time of 
observation* since the areas of recharge of individual aquifers 
asQ l ikely to be lying within similar mimd alluvial strata 
occur!ng at higher elevations (Northv«ards) and since significant 
exchange of water even through the less permeable asone i s likely 
to occur no significant difference in head of one oed and i t s 
iintn^diate neighbour i s expected (hto recharge across tm slwalik 
contact i s dsftuned). AP individual aquifers piezometrle hmwA 
towering over the pieZ(»ietric heads of the overlying and under-
lying beds will be possible only i f very good confining layers 
overlying and under-lying and substantially different areas of 
recharge are presumed. This i s highly unlikely to obtain as a 
general condition, the deeper aquifers of Tarai ar«a being an 
exception of locel extent* 
I t will not be essential to give equal w^ightage to the 
above feur gps« for purpose of establishing observation stations* 
Maximum observations will be made for dug w»ll zone, and 
progressively reduced number of piesometers may be installed as th 
depth inereaaet* Thus, i t i s proposed that the following number 
of observation station may b* established over the entire basin* 
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1. c^en wel l /v .s . piezometer 200 to 2S0 
2* 30 in*to 190 m. 40 to 60 
3. 150 n. to 300 m. 30 to 40 
4. 300 m. to 450 m. 20 to 30 
At f i f toon sitos, piozonetort of all the threo categoritt 
¥dll bo inttallod in order to obterve change in plezometric heads 
vdth referonet to depth, at a particular spot, on a few of these 
s i tes astOBidtic water level recorders will be installed. The 
piezometric heads will be observed every month. Thus» four 
different piezonetric contour inaps overlying eachother will be 
obtained every month and flow nets prepared, while in the rechnrge 
areas the heads of shallowr piezoaeters will be at a higher 
elevation as oMBpared to those of the deepor ones, in the 
discharge areasi heads of the lower aquifers will be at a higher 
elevation as eonparod to the shallowsr zones, in atif ease, detail» 
analysis of the flow pattevn studied in this way, wil l , in a 
gross way, afford study of the groundwater flow in four dinen%ion 
viz. length, breadth, depth and tine dimensions. 
Installation of ptezoneters in this fashion will also 
afford a great operational and economical advantage as the 
piezometers could be installed (and are being installed) in the 
slim holes drilled for sub-surface l lthologic studies, otherwise, 
the piezometers could have come only in a second phase, which 
vMuld Involve repeatition of dril l ing activity over the same area 
all over again after completion of slim holes in the f irst phase. 
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The flow of water through the aquifers are governed by 
the i r characteris t ic parameters l ike the s tora t iv l ty . t ran ia l ss i . 
vi ty and vert ical peimeability. The characteris t ics of the 
leaky confining layers l ike the lakance (b/m«) and storage of 
such layers also govern the flow. Added to theee paraneterst the 
flow i s also governed by the various hydraulic boundaries isrfiich 
represent different physical boundary conditions. 
For field determination of the various aquifer paraneters 
and for Ihe study of various boundary condition various mathe-
matical models having simple and graphical solutions have b«en 
evolved. These models generally apply only to data of single 
aquifer wells, and are based on various idealized conditions 
for the aquifer. No doubt, the conditions obtained in naturt 
seldom fit, the various ideal isat ions for a single aquifer and 
the well nay, in the most nonxck mxmal si tuation, tap more th, 
one aquifer horigons. Hence in most cases the ctmiplexity of 
geologic conditions and well constructions dicta tes that the 
quantitative appraisals derived from any method of analyses a 
at best be considered on approximation. However, with aeurd 
professional judgement, these methods could s t i l l be applied 
get reasonable approximations of practical value. 
The programme of construction of test mlX$, ndt/l suite 
number of ebservation wells will be taken up m t>ie ^^r.^ ^v 
after envolving sub-a^rface lithology based on slim holes dri 
programme. The idea i i to tap only a particular well defined 
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of aquiftr v^lch appears lnt«rcom«ct»d within i t s e l f but has 
w»ll dtf intd confining layers , prom the point of view of purap 
t e s t f , Hi ther th« confining layers are of local or regional 
significance nay not be of iBrmediete consequence, as each t e s t 
may run for « limited period, not extending beyond 10,000 minutes 
( ^ o u t seven days) , i t cannot hovyever, be ruled out thart even 
within 9UiCh l imited period of pumping, boundaries may occur, 
as the nature of the sediment i s non-homogenous, and the 
confining layers ere expected to be leaky in nature. A lerge 
number of pum|>ing t e s t re su l t s for the exist ing cxlnsskjcv 
exploratkory and production wells in the area are available. 
THis, on l e f t bank, whereas wvter-table conditions are inferred 
for Ganeshpur g«)loratory well the exploratory wfcll at 
Iemailpur indicates deeper aquifers of Tarai region to be under-
flowing artesian pressures. Mcound ^oorkee a number of t e s t s 
were run on s tate tubewells using abandoned tubewells and open 
wellSf from upper to lower or (vice versa) layers wil l have 
to take place through ifwumerable layers of different 
perroedbility of strata and the aquifer geometry of various layers 
Weill be the deciding factor. However, i f tlw pumping periods 
are long enough to reach beyond t t e long periods a steady 
state of recharge of weater may be attained between various layez 
were tested designed, observe and such )l effect yield tangible 
r e s u l t s remains to be vari f led . May be the time Itmmf log 
involved in the slow exchange of water i s so long as not to be 
veri f ide through a constent discharge t e s t and may be apparent 
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on a large time sale (say a month) or a year such e f fec t s 
wil l be studied by correlating Q.w. draft over the basin with 
the l e v e l s of piezometers described ear l i er . 
while investigating the G.W. condition dtnm to -600 
in the DOAB areas 6f west p u n j ^ and Pakistan which more or 
l e s s similar hydrologic conditions. The u«S»G»S. had evolved 
a special techrAques observation wel ls in pairs one shallow 
(tapping on w«T« aquifer) and second one regular to tie same 
s i t e . I t was observed that the rate of Draw Down in both wells 
after a long period of pumping become equal the data f i t ted 
(leaky confined conditions)analysis methods, as well pairs 
method based on the direct mensuration was evolved to calculate 
the storage coeff ic ient for aquifers. The transroisibility and 
vertical permeability of the layers were also computed since th i s 
procedure has a ^>ecial relevence to the problem in hand i t i s 
proposed to conduct as following the methods for multi aquifer 
(BOullMJ^) wells (pap ad a pulos) . 
The method at 3 and 4 may have special reference to the 
problem in hand, since i t i s l i k e l y that Q.w. reservoir of the 
basin as a «^ole may be all interconnected and reseiid}le an 
unfonfined aquifer in that , since the behaviovr of individual 
water bearing layers under short dtretion of pumping aay be l i k e 
confined/leaky confined layers . The methods Boulton which takes 
into account layers , | t i s also l i k e l y that since almost a 
contineous sequtnce of permeable and leaky confining layers 
could be expected, the actual f ie ld conditions may be complex 
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and may not f i t th« solution bassd on th« sanpl* beundaziy 
conditions and the oth«r core ideal i sat ion underlying any of 
the above methods. Til obviate t h i s d i f f i c u l t y , methods of 
direct observation may be resorted t o . 
£jlf the Reservoir conditions a re as they expected to 
be (complex 4nconfined/confined relatior^ i t wil l be of interest 
to observe the e f f e c t s of long duration pumping of wells and 
pumping deeper strata on those lapping the shallow strata vice 
versa . i f the reservoir as a whole i s to behave as unconflned 
groundwater body, the resulting of dewatering at deeper l e v i l s 
wil l get comfAjnicate to the upper l e v e l s and f inal ly the 
resultant dpression caused will be reflected in the lowering 
water-table caused obviously t h i s wil l involve a great tinffi 
log effect as the transfer 4i water. 
AS observation wel ls Rao, K.V.R.C Doctral (Thesis) 
has inferred the aquifers in Roorkee area occuring dt a depth 
re la t ive ly shallower (zone) -100 n. b .g . l to be underlain 
conditions and possibly during recharge from ihe area lying 
Northwett of Roorkee along Hindon traced. Roorkee aequifers 
parftneters were obtained only from one pump t e s t ((Jjpta B.L«C»D. 
Th.) conducted a number of pump t e s t s on state Govt* production 
wel l s in Muzaffarnagar and Meerut d i s t r i c t s using again abondoned 
tubewells as observation wel l s . He has inferred that deeper 
aquifers in the area occur under leaky conditions aquifer 
parameters are obtained from 15 pump t e s t s c^atiirvadi R . S . 
and pathak, p.N. has concluded the aquifer in Meerut area to be 
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und«r water-table conditions. For the right bank the c*G«W«B* 
have constxucted a number of exploratory wellc in Haryana and 
D«lhi. The final t e s t resul t s for SOBWS of these indicate deeper 
acquifers to be under confined conditions and seme viells have 
yet to be tested and data issued. The Haryana M.I.I.C* have 
constructed a number of exploratory wells in the au^entation 
canal project area and t e s t resu l t s for most of these VKSIIS 
indicate confined or leaky confined condition. Howw*^* while 
calculating the groundwater balance the H.S.M.I'T'C* assume 
the aquifer down to 2500 depth to be under water t i b l e condition 
The major draw backs of the present data are as under;-
(1) The most of the wiells are l i k e l y to be tapping a large 
thidcness of strata and h«nce may be multiaquifer vvells. The 
resu l t s have cumulated val idity and hence of doubtful analytical 
volume. 
(2) The number and type of observation wells are g^nrally 
inadequate in most cases only a single observation wells availat 
(3) The duration of t e s t s i» normally l imited to a day or two 
or even l e s s , in only one or two cases more than 3 days of 
continuous pumping has been done. 
(4) The analysis of data has been carried out by all the avail 
those idthout much quantitative judcpent and the results arrang* 
as a particular method with reference to the exist ing situatior 
in the s i t e has not been given adequate thought. 
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(5) 09«pllc«t«d probables of hydrolic boundaries have not been 
tou ched• 
in the t e i t s to be conducted the above short coming uiftll 
be obtained through (1) constructing wells in United well 
developed aquifer thidcness. (2) >90equate nmmber of required 
observation wells in different desired wUlisbe mnde. (3) 
The duration of the tegts will be adequately lo^ Mup to 10,000 
minutes (7 days), (4) The methods of analysis will be selectivilv 
used based on the situation obtening at the s i te . 
Normally the following group of methods may be used for 
the aneXysis of pump tes t data vdth imjltiple observation wcflls* 
1. Equibrium forattinm f{INt«t8 (THXES) and 
2* Mon equlibrium foxtmitlun (THIES) and etc. modification. 
3. Methods for loaky condition aquifer (JA(X)B,HAFDIU )^. 
(«) Non study state, (b) NO storage released fr«n confining beds* 
( c) study 8*ate. 
4« iitethods for confined aquifers pattern. 
Ae P«r H>F*C* memo total and 10 test wells with number of 
observation wells have been planned out and these ^^out IS tes ts 
may be conducted tapping very shallow zones of the water-t^le 
congtrants* (say upte*ao m.) for determing the aquifer/ianitviitaix The 
oaremeter nmk of the very shallow zone are present and not 
available and these pfiMNtnently figure calculations of the chart 
and account of influent/afluent seepage. The zone between the 
- ^ to -190 Bi deep i s adiiquately reprinted in straight tubewells 
which could be tested by number of observations tapping the saae 
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s t r a t a about 15-20 tubewell 8» may be constiucted i n deaptr 
s t r a t a between 1S2-300 m. in deeper s t r a t a , only 3 or 4 t e s t s 
may be made on aquifers between 300-450 mts . Afluifers 
pararoeters wil l be evolved on tisMc based on a i l the above pump 
t e s t s . In addit ion to the pump t e s t s barometric e f f i c i t n t y of 
deeper hotizon vdil be u t i l i z e d for comp«tirg storage coefficient 
lOfoam volume, l a b . t e s t may also be conducted on sand sample of 
shallow twrizons to g e t the volumes of specif ic y i e l d s . 
SAFE YIHLD AM) WATER BALANCE STUPy; 
Through evolut ion of safe yield of groundwater basin 
li«<i within the poRSc perview of hydrological s tud ie s . The la rger 
problem of water balan<» s tudies basin including scopefull for 
conjuctive use involves consideration of hydrometrological 
surface hydrological and o ther f a c t o r s . An attempts for such 
an evolution wAiich i s the pr inc ipa l aim of t h i s pro jec t should 
cm^ out the co l l ec t ion at the end of co l lec t ion and analysis 
of the elaborated at t h i s s t fge . 
The problems of recharge to the groundwater basin and 
d r a f t from i t being attempted separately.si«4 
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INTRODUCnON 10 GH>IQ3AR PROJECT 
Itie ar«a covers about 34000 square kilomaters and i t 
has recently been modefied more. The project covers three 
states? (1) Punjab, (2) HaiY«n«t (3) Rajasthan, (13500 km , 
10000 \m , 10000 km )^ respectively. North-east part siwalik 
h i l l s of and the area i s lying below these h i l l s southi»«est and 
southwards, the «d4th of the whole project varies from 3 to 
20 ton. The land slopes towards south and southwest. Makanda 
i s main tributary, Dangi and saraswati am* other two important 
rivers. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE APBAi 
Rainfall in the area occurs about 80 cms average and 
in the western part i t i s about 20 cms. The area i s arid and 
sami-arid in c l imetoiogical ly . s o i l s are mostly a l luv ia l , 
produce crops l i k e wheat, gran, mustard, and other vegetables. 
TOWNS: Chandigarh, ^nbala, pat ia la , Malarkotla, sing«or, 
Sesa Batenda e t c . 
Ocwnmunications are developed, pojwlation i s dense. The 
western part of the project i s desert . 
There i s no mineral wealth in the region so they are 
developing thet» agro-industries. As the region i s pregressing 
in these ^here , the foremost need i s water, canal water as well 
as goundwater for which the c.Q.W.D. i« working, we have the 
water t«*iich i s of varying chemical compositions at various places 
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"Itie consumption and the age of water i s studied by the 
C«Q«W»B« for how long time we can tape i t for var ious purposes 
ttctkex »*iether for i r r i g a t i o n , i ndus t r i a l use or for domestical 
purposes . Or the o ther probJerr i s t h a t some p a r t s of t h e basin 
have shallow water - tab le which causes water logging, in the 
eas te rn par t of the project some d r i l l holes were put by 
C.G.W.B. at 300 to 500 meters were good water was found but 
in the eas tern region we have s a l t waters , so the eastern par t 
i s put to water floods so t h a t recharge can take place to 
decrease the s a l i n i t y of sa l ine waters . 
The other purpose of the project i s that the systamatic 
u t i l i z a t i o n of water i s t o be carr ied so tha t vy/e can check the 
water s ca r c i t y . 
The in tegrated use of surface and groundwater, 
ag r icu l tu ra l development can bc« also be increased. 
The methodology evolved under the project in assessing 
the groundwater resources and tapping i t s safe u t i l i z a t i o n in 
conjunction with surface water in the type a l luv ia l t r a c t in 
semi arid to arid regions can advantageously be ^ p l i e d to similar 
a reas to other p a r t s in t h e country. 
The methanatical modle s tud ies of the project for out 
managing of t h e water resources of the bas in may be carried out 
co-ordinate ly with any un ive r s i ty and i n s t i t u t e or of the country 
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OBJECTS OF THE PROJECT: 
The projec t i s included in t h e UNDP country prograrane 
for I n d i a , 
A- A long r ^ g e object of ih^ project i s to develop a ba s i s 
for planning the use of water rosources in the Qhaggar River 
Basin in support of ag r i cu l t u r e , 
B. Immediate ob jec t s are; 
») to quantify the groundwater r e s e r v o i r s in the bas in . 
b) to ident i fy areas of over ejqsloitation which demand 
l e g i s l a t i v e measures or other l im i t a t i ons for control . 
j^.c) To inves t iga te the scope for f e a s i b i l i t y of a r t i f i c i a l 
recharge of aquifers vdth flood waters in general amphasis on 
Kandi area . 
d) to inves t iga te areas vA.th water logging problems and device 
control and reclamation measures* 
e) to perform hydrochemical s tudies of the bas in . 
f) to conduct d i g i t a l model s tudies for management of ground-
water in conjuction with surface water and, 
g) to t r a i n counterpart personal to do such work independently 
in t h e fu tu re . The proposed inves t iga t ion will help t o chec 
over explorat ion of grourdwater resources in par t of ^he j6 
bas in . 
The de ta i l ed s c i e n t i f i c i nves t iga t ions planned under the 
project ««)uld also enable to impart t r a in ing to professional mer 
already i n the f ie ld of groundirater inves t iga t ions and 
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d«velopBient other from state as well central organisations. 
the proposed methamatical modelling studies in the project 
vdll help to plan the managMient of the groundwater reservoirs 
in conjuction with surface water resources in the entire 
Qhaggar river basin. 
The project wi l l also help in showing more economic 
problems related to the development of agriculture in the basin. 
The present phase of the project in Rajasthan and Qujarat 
was completed in September, 1974. The entire equipment of t h i s 
project would be transferred to the new project. This would 
e n ^ l e the new project to start in f u l l swing immediately. 
INSTITUTIONAL FRyWEWORKt 
The central giroundhnater Board has been engaged in ground-
water exploration for developing groundwater reservoirs of the 
country since 1954. The iserd has seven regions for groundwater 
exploration in dif ferent parts of the country. 
Insta l lat ion of tubewells both shallow i s already in 
progress in the basin ix were avai labi l i ty of groundwater i s 
assumed, bated on the f i r s t •pproximation studie*. The result 
obtained during the project wil l greatly help in formulating the 
new groundwater developed schemes and expanding the present 
scheme in a planned manner* 
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HISTOHy OF DRILLING & TESHNG OPERAHONS OF 
EXPLORATORy BOREHOLES 
The exploratory d r i l l i n g was carr ied out by the hydraulic 
d i r e c t r o t a r / method f i r s t an ace uncased borehole of 6} inches 
diameter was d r i l l e d by c i rcu la t ing suf f ic ien t ly vlscus and 
heavy d t i l l i n g f luid under pressure which flushed out the 
d r i l l - c u t t i n g s and f a c i l i t a t e d in preiMnting collapse of borehole 
wa l l . The key hole were d r i l l e d down to a maxlHium depth of 
250 m. o r about. The d r i l l cu t t ings coming out of the mud flush 
were collected a t regular i n t e r v a l s of 3 or 3.5 m. or whenever 
any change in formation was noted, i n addi t ion to col lect ion of 
samples recorded were made of d r i l l i n g time taken for fixed depth 
r anges , d r i l l i n g action and the condition of d r i l l i n g fluds* At 
necessary depths core samples were collected to ascer ta in the Mt 
nature of the bed rock, on completion of t h i s process , e l ec t r i ca ] 
logs were on in the d r i l l e d ho les . These logs recorded 
graphica l ly the two most importent parameters e . g . the e l e c t r i c a l 
r e s i s t ence of the formation, and the s*P* spontaneous potent ia l 
by t h e formations and the iloaii f luid contained i n them. These 
two graphs indica ted va r i a t i on in physico chemical p roper t i e s of 
the formations with depth . 
on the b a s i s Sf t he r e s u l t of the step-draw down t e s t , 
aquifer performence t e s t on the wel ls conducted at fixed R.P.M. 
During the period of t he t e s t , discharge from the well was kept 
constant and the t e s t was continued t i l l the water level in the 
wel ls a t ta ined a more er l e s s s ta te of equi l ibr ium. Both yield 
and draw down data were col lec ted at regular i n t e r v a l s of time 
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and water «anplts were col lect td for complete chemical 
analysis* 
The data thus collected were then projected on the non-
equilibrium equation (Theis and Jacob methods) for computation 
of coeff icient of Tfansmisslbility(T) and coefficient of 
Storage ( s ) . 
The equation ueed are -
and T a ^^|-^ (2) 
were T = coeff icient of transmissibi l i ty in gal lons (U.S.) P«r 
day ^er foot . 
W(u) M v*ell function of v, constant s i tuation, 
T td 
<; s coeff ic ient of storage 
Q m rate of discharge in gallons (U.S«) minute. 
s » draw down in feet 
r at Radial distance (in/t f t ) from the discharging well 
to the point of observation. 
td = time in days 
s* s change in residual d.d(s«) in feet per log cycle 
of tiem ( t / t « ) 
NON EQUILIBRIIW FORMULA OF THEISt 
The value of s and r / t d , were possible were calculated 
from the observation wi l l data and s (dd or recovery) was 
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plotted against r / td on a log log co-ordinate graph paper. 
The curve of observed data was superposed on the"type curve" 
of W(u) and u. The co-ordinates of the match point on the both 
sheets were recorded and values, thus obtained were used to 
solve the equations (1) mentioned above and the values of 
T and s were computed. 
TtJElS RECOVERY FORMULAt 
where the observation well data were not available, the 
water level data collected from the t e s t wells only were 
computed to determine the T of the aquifers by using the 
equation ( 2 ) . 
The values of s« and t/t» obtained from the pump well 
data were plotted on a semi-logarithmic co-ordinate paper, s» 
being plotted on the arithmatic scale and t/t» on the logarithmic 
scale . FroiTi the slope of the straight l ine thus obtained the vaJnzc 
values of s* over one log cycle of t /t» were determined and 
substituted in the above equation. 
This semi-log plot i s an approximation method and gives 
only an approximate idea of the transmisslbi l i ty of the aquifers 
and i t i e not possible t o determine the storage coeff ic ient , St 
from observations within the pumping wel l , by t h i s method because 
the e f fec t ive radius of the well i s not known. (wi«l«r and Braler, 
1959). 
FIELD OF ODJEFFiaENT OF PERMI/CILITyi 
The degree of icRlma influence of hetrogenity of saturated 
graruklr material encountered in different sections of a well 
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i s not known. How*v«r, in order to have a better visualization 
of the rate of perculation of water through the granuikr material, 
i t i s considefed that computation of f ie ld co-eff ic ient of 
perrniability will be of comparatively added advantage, since i t 
represent the average «£ aquifer characterist ics inner sections 
of the aquifers. 
The f ie ld co-eff ic ient of permeability which i s a function 
of transmis^ibil ity and thickness of the saturated grarojlar 
material has bcren determined by using the non-equilibrium fonmjild, 
" ** s.m. i . e . pf s - J -
m 
where, 
m i s average tota l thickness f t . of the saturated granular 
m ate ri al screened 
and Pf i s the f ie ld co-ef f ic ient of permeability in u.S» gallons 
per day per sq. f t . 
OONSTRLTCnON OF PUMP WELLSi 
screen81 The type of screen to be used in the construction 
of the fHjmp-wells in the circular pattern was decided to be bridge-
s lotted. During the course of construction of we l l s , centralizing 
guides were provided with screens to ensure proper emplacement 
and to prevent the screens from coming i&ncontact with the formation. 
The bottoms of screens were either provided with a dummy or 
bultnose. Blank pipes were provided between the screen for pump 
Sttction. The need to provide a balnk pipe against xone s or 
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against clay horizons, ha« to seme extent mitigated the need 
for having bianks for suction at the lowest l e v e l . 
Gravel packingi in view of the need to % have materials 
of proper t i z e for graielshrouding, the corporation autJwrities 
in sufficient quant i t ies . Recommendations based on partial sieve 
analysis of samples collected during dr i l l ing were given for 
materials to be used for gravels required i t has not been possible 
to use the same type of materials from ground leve l to the bottom 
of the borehole. 
The materials used for gravel-shroudirg consisted chiefly 
of quartz and angular MMM sands. In all other cases, the materials 
do not conform to t he recommendations, in e f f ec t , in the case of 
other wel l s , i t would appear as i f we have used a graded pack. 
in giving recommendations for the material, to be used for 
gravel-shrouding, great consideration had to be given to the size 
of the openings of the screens rather than to materials of the 
formations themselves. 
nevelopaegts of vnells; The wel ls are developed by air l i f t 
pumping using compressors with maximum working pressure of 
504 kg/m. (100 psi) and a displacement of 14.16 m .^ (500 c f t ) , 
in most cases air l i f t pumping was done with the raising main of 
the eductor pipes kept at one point and as soon as the water 
appeared to be c lear , the edu€tor pipes kept at one point and as 
8«on as the vwater appeared to be clear, the assembly was pulled 
out and pump ins ta l l ed . This method of developwent could effect 
a proper rearrangement of materials only against snail portions 
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of screens. The geo log i s t s , however, preferred to complete 
development by a i r l i f t pumping as they f e l t t h a t , since d r i l l i n g 
had been done only by reverse ro ta to ry method, the formation* 
would not have been contifftinatfld by aud f luid and a i r l i f t 
pumping could e f f ec t ive ly remove the f ine r ma te r i a l s from the 
foimaticns. 
ANALYSIS ATD INTERPRETATIOM OF DAT At 
I t i s common to come across the d i f ferences in the values 
of observed drawdowns and draw down computed t h e o r i t i c a l l y using 
va lues of aquifers con s t e n t s . The t h e o r i t i c a l computations 
assume, i n t e r a l i a , t ha t logari thmic heed d i s t r i b u t i o n should 
prevai l r igh t down to t h e well face and tha t the physical rad ius 
of the well can be taken to be same as t h e e f fec t ive r ad ius . 
I t i f frequently noted that the t h e o r i t i c a l draw downs are l e s s 
than the observed deaw dovn* such defferences between •bdiB sax 
them can not be a t t r ibu ted to screen los ses only . Many factor 
e n t e r s the p i c tu re and seven l o r s e s i s only ore am«^nt the«. 
A proper understanding of these f a c t o r s i s e s sen t i a l for study of 
v^l l hydraul ics . 
Recent s tudies by var ious i nves t iga to r s have widened our 
knovdedge of wtJll hydraul ics in respect of heat d i s t r i bu t i on one 
of the important publ icat ion in t h i s subject are by c .E. Jacob 
(1946) and w . i , Rorabaugh (1953) considerable one has been made 
of the r e s u l t s of these s tudies and of the method of approach, 
as they r e l a t e to t h e problem of well hydraul ics . 
- 3 5 . 
I l» draw down i n a wtll tapping a confined aquifer 
i s the sum of the head l «8 t resu l t ing from t h e laminer flow in 
the formation and head l o s s resu l t ing from the lakm turtnilent 
flow in the zone outs ide the we l l , through the well screen 
and in th*> v^ll casing i t s e l f . This b r ings cut prominently 
t h a t the e n t i r e head l o s s can not be accounted for by the 
head l o s s r e su l t i ng from the laminar flow in the formation. 
s t ud i e s by var ious inves t iga to r* he\e c lear ly demonstrated t h a t 
the flow near the well f ace , above a p a r t i c u l a r l i m i t , i s 
t u rbu l sn t flow, commonly reffered t o as *well l o s s * proportional 
to some power of d i sd ia rge exceeding the f i r s t power. The 
head l o s s In a well can be represented by the equation 
(Jacob, 1946) J 
where s^ i s the t o t a l draw down in the wel l , B i s head lo s s 
per un i t of discharge due to laminar flow in the formation, 
and c "well l o s s " coeff ic ient for tu rbu len t flow for a given 
well i s based on t h e t h e o r i t i c a l assumption t h a t tne loss due 
to the i n t r e s t i n g r e s u l t s , the app l i cab i l i t y of t h i s equation 
has been extended by a modification suggested by .M.I.Rorabaugh 
(1953), vrho 'les analysed the r e l a t i v e mer i t s of Jacob 's equation 
and the one prcpcsed by htm. The modified equation of 
Rorab«jght, which i s an expotent ia l one, has a wide range of 
a p p l i e x i l i t y and i t can be solved by e graphic&l rrsthod with 
t he at tendant advantages of ca« and a lower s e n s i t i v i t y . The 
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empirical tquation which uMs th« same rotation as of 
Jacob' s i s 
s^ = BQ + cn" 
I t can be sean that the enpirlcal equation beccwies 
identical v l^th j«cob» s equation, wien the value of exponent 
«n» becomes. (2) This equation tlws conforms to the 
theori t ica l basis of Jacob's equation. The merits Rordbaugh 
points out, among other things, that , t o r the range of 
discharges upto 0.512 ra (4 cubic f t ) per sec. Draw down 
computed by each equations are closed to this observed data, 
comparing the head l o s s due t o the defferences in flow 
conditions* he points out that the empirical equation assigns 
a smaller value due to »well loss" than does the theorit ical 
equation. 
I t may not be out of place to mention here a few words 
about the devices used in measuring water l e v e l s during the 
te9(ts. The e lec tr ica l devices used had al^il»ys given different 
resu l t s from those given by wetted tape methods. I t i s clear 
that the data of water l e v e l s e sp ic ia l ly from pHimp wells shall 
not come upto the degree of accuracy for proper analysis and 
interpretation. This, couples with the fact that the discharges 
shall nto be precisely metered has made i t necessary to apply 
caution in comparing the data collected and in making use of 
them. The graphical method of analysis of t e s t data adopted 
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here, i s on the sant l i n e s as followsd by Hor^haugh. I t 
involves the plotting of values of -%- B against values of 
Q (Q expressed In cubic feet per second) on log log paper 
assuming various values for B. The value for B for vi^ich 
a straight l ine passing through all the points i s obtained i s 
taken as final one. The value of e i s taken a s to be equal 
to the vklue viHien ^ -B « !• n i s determined from the 
Q 
slope of straight l ine which i s taken to be equal to n-l . The 
value of Sw fo^ any step i s taken to be equal to t h e sum of 
the incremental draw down, Thes» being determined by plotting 
the data from tes t well end extrapolatry to get the probable 
pumping l e v e l , had the pump descharged at the same rate during 
the period of neat step. 
in the pal . 1 i s shown the method of determing graphically 
the value of Bt ^Y plotting ^ . g against Q for various trains 
of B» 
The values of B» Q and n are determined from the graph 
and substituted in the equation Sw * BQ'^  "^O complete the value of 
Sw for each s t ^ . 
Analysis of data of step t e s t s in terms of equation 
S^ « BQ + OCj'^  leads to an analysis of the factors re^jonsible 
for head l o s s in the wel ls and in particular, to the factors 
contributing tlw to t he well l o s s e s . The lack of uniformity I? 
#oes not permit a ready comparison of the data. I t would 
therefore be necessary to bring In a measure of uniformity before 
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attempting any comparison. This could be achieved by the 
application of the emperical equation for processing the l i s t 
data before dtoing so i t v«uld be necessary to know the 
relationship between the observed and computed data, by the 
application of emperical equation. 
P*^ pertaining to the discussion on the materials used for 
gravel shrounding of the w t l l s , i s an understanding of the 
rule of thickness of the gravel envelop. Gravel shrauding i s 
act)(tehcx9 resorted t o , to provide a xone of material of higher 
permeability around a screen and there by minimis* the Draw Down 
in the wel l , or in other words, increase the spacific 0 capacity 
of the well . Another equally importent purpose of shrouding i s 
to prevent sand coming coming into the wel l . I t i s possible by 
a proper selection of f i l t e r materials, to control the size 
and amount of sand entering a wel l . This i s a very essential 
to •nsure a log l i f e to the pump operation in a wel l , iihile 
the size of the sand entering a well depends on size gradation 
of the gravel materials , amount of sand entering the well,lix^MDiAj 
depending both on size gradation and thickness of gra#el envelop. 
Tran^ortation of sand from the formation through the envelop 
into fie v«ll dep«iMi upon the grain diameter and the velocity 
of t h e transporting medkum, namely water velocity of water plays 
a greater part as i t controls both the s izes and anount of sand 
that can be carried with a wel l . 
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veloc i ty of water in movement, changet with the 
niftdiuni through i^ich th« water flows. The penntabillty and 
porotity factors of t*he mediuia d irect ly influence th« r«t« 
of woveaent of wat«r. These two factors v i x . , permeability and 
porosity are different for ths formation a nd the gravel pack, 
t t vould be reasonable to asAime that the MYx«iKixV(«xexxKa]Ri«s 
permesbility and porosity values of gravel should always be 
greater than those of the adjacent formation, in view of t h i s 
the ve loc i ty of water flowing through the gravel-shrond i s 
sound to be l e s s and therefore» the transporting capacity of the 
water through the gravel shrond i s also bound t o be less* I t 
therefore, follows that the materials , *hich could be carried 
by the water, owing t o higher v e l o c i t i e s prevailing in the 
formation are to soise extent l ike ly to be deposited in the 
i n t e r s t i c e s of the gravel envelop as the water flows through the 
envelop at a lower ve loc i ty . The longer the duration if water 
t rave l s through the gravel envelop, the more perfectly wil l be 
water in respect of transporting capacity, get i t s e l f adjusted 
to the medium v i z , gravel envelop through which i t travels , 
in other words a thicker gravel envelop '<rf.ll bec«ftie a recptable 
for all the fine materials vi*iich art deposited during reduced 
ve loc i ty and which viould not enter the well owing to l imitations 
of scroen opening. 
The ebove situation can happen only when the size of the 
materials selected for the gravel-shrond I s more than four times 
the grain diameter of the formation materials and more than four 
the size of screen openings. But i f the screen operdng al l vor/ 
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l i t t l * th«n gravel pack then there will be no entry and 
thereby water vdll accumulate in the gravel shrond, aw* 
Reducing the petraeability of gravel shroud in course of time 
as the inter s t i e s vAll be f i l l e d . 
The maxiffluo! permissible thickness of the gravel envelop 
i s dependent on the maximum s ize of the hole, v^ich a rig can 
safely d r i l l and rrinlmum degree of tolerances required for 
inserting pipes and screens in holes which may ^o out of plumb. 
All these discussion means the Mma rearrangement of materials 
of the formation, so that there i s a gradual variation in the 
s izes of the materials with the coarsest gravel packing wtthot 
"automatically grades the sand or gravel in such a way that every 
portion i s in exactly right relation to the next portion so 'ttiat 
4ach acts to s t ^ i l i z e the one next to i t " (Bu l l i t in No. 234, 
published by Edward E« Jhonson, <?t Paul 4 , Minnesota). 
The above subject brings in the question of technique 
of development. The presently adopted method of an l i f t pumping 
by compressed air can not give satisfactory r e s u l t s , at the 
pumping rate remains conitent and consequently the velocity 
developed in the zone out sidtt the wells remain constent with a 
constant ve loc i ty , an ef fect ive removal of fine meterials <f the 
formation and proper gradiation of s izes can not be achieved. 
I t would be necessary to try other techniques of well develc^-
ment such a s back washing, raw^hlding e t c . in order that veloci-
t i e s mudi higher than can normally prevail may be achieved and 
a satisfactory rearrangwnent of formation materi^OLs. 
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"-^-^ t JACOB) LIST FOR PUMP TEST WELL DATA 
Dattj 2»4.i97S s l t t j N»han House (Chur Majrl) 
8«/4» - 10* h«ad -186 U9GPM 
704 LPM 
f?.p I s top of housing wrfilch I s 0.6 Majh 
c.W»L» -25 -4 .29 
Stat ic wat«r l«v«l 20.71 metSi 5 P .M. 
P«tf & T^m« 
11.00 
Hold cut • w.L 
_ t 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 . 
7 
9 
11 
15 
20 
25 
20 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
120 
140 
160 
180 
mt200 
• 
taoe mold 
25 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
90 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
3 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
«;tatlc w«L.* 
cut 
4759' 
4.62 
4.60 
4.42 
4.40 
4.93 
4.18 
4,15 
4.17 
4.17 
4.11 
4.07 
4.11 
4.10 
4.05 
3.96 
3.89 
3.91 
3.«1 
3.90 
3.90 
3.88 
3.86 
3.78 
3.78 
3.79 
DD 25.38 
20.71 
2077r 
25.38 
25.40 
25.58 
29.60 
25,67 
25,82 
25,85 
25,83 
25.83 
25.80 
25.93 
25.09 
25.96 
26.04 
26.11 
26.09 
26.10 
26.10 
26.12 
26.14 
26.22 
26.22 
26.22 
26.22 
26.21 
n.D. 
4.67 
4.69 
4.87 
4.89 
4.96 
5,11 
5.14 
5.12 
5.12 
5.18 
5.22 
5 . I t 
5.19 
5.24 
5.33 
5.40 
5.38 
5.39 
5.39 
5.41 
5.43 
5.51 
5.51 
5.51 
5.50 
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Q « 7D4 704 
2 4 8 X | > ligipo ( 468 
99504 
170960 
109X84 
207760 
198172 
08748 
Appro )iliBat«ly T • -468 • /<l«y 
4fy 470 reVday 
oTaB 378 
1.85 X 264 « 268 
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HYDROLOGICAl TEST DATA 
•Wodle Town APnbala c i t y " 
Tes t A.P.T. Prs-pumping water l e v e l 22.85 mgc M.p. 0 .60 m Agl 
D i scha rge . 8 7 i LPM. 
Time minu tes Time s ince pump Vf.L. 
Time s ince pump t e ; 
1201 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
8 8 
10 10 
15 15 
SD 20 
25 25 
30 30 
40 40 
1300 50 
1310 70 
1320 80 
1330 90 
1340 100 
1350 110 
1400 130 
1420 140 
1140 160 
15PQ 180 
1520 200 
1540 220 
1550 2?0 
1600 240 
test starte t 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
248 
250 
255 
260 
265 
270 
280 
290 
310 
320 
330 
340 
350 
360 
380 
400 
420 
440 
460 
476 
484 
d m. 
24.04 
23.95 
23.91 
23.88 
23.86 
23.85 
23.81 
23.80 
23.80 
23.79 
23.77 
23.77 
23.70 
23.70 
23.67 
23.64 
23.63 
23.62 
23.61 
23.61 
23 .61 
23.60 
23.60 
23.60 
23.5§ 
23.58 
23.58 
RDD 
0 .56 
0 .45 
0 .43 
0 .40 
0.38 
0 .37 
0 .33 
0 . 3 2 
0 .32 
0 . 3 1 
0.29 
0.29 
0 . 2 ? 
0 .22 
0.19 
0 .16 
0 . 1 5 
0 .14 
0 . 1 3 
0 . 1 3 
0 . 1 3 
0 . 1 2 
0 . 1 2 
O . J l 
O . l l 
0 .10 
0 .10 
t / f 
241.0 
121.0 
81 .0 
61 .0 
49 .0 
4 1 . 0 
31.0 
25.0 
17.0 
13.0 
10.60 
9 . 0 
7.00 
5.50 
4 .43 
4 .00 
3.66 
3.40 
3.18 
3.00 
2.70 
2.50 
2.30 
2.09 
2.09 
2.04 
2.00 
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P.W.L. « 22,85 Mbgl Measuring point 0.60 magt 
pumping = 240 int«. 
Q « 871 LPM Max. DD « 1.10 
(1) s»pci f ic capacity Q/s 871/1.10 « 781.8 mis 
(2) T * 264/ s 264 X 871/0.2 » 869 114972 m^day 
269 Q Q « asjVmts. 264 X 0.871 
2.30 Q 
4 S 
.264. .a. 
Q « ro /day T = m /day s * «n«t»t« 
3 2 
Q ^ m / d a y T ^ r o /day Q * meters 
(1) THEIS method 
Theis equation 
-^'hfr "'"' 
U * r'^c 
"(1) 
(2) 
^ « drawdown in mts in observation well at a distance r from 
the t e s t well in 
Q ** Discharge M /Day 
S ^ s t o r a t i v i t y 
W(u)« Theis well function 
T * Transmissivity in M /D«*y 
t « time in days some pumping 
s t a t i o n . 
<* -J 
X « Mc..c(. f , ,a - >.^...^^,, ^^ 
!^ i ( ^ U % 
-f 
«c 
'W-'.A^-i, 
1 r n-
iL. 
^ 17 - T 
•'^44 
^^ 'O 
ir ' 7V4 . . , y t . . . . . 
.<},-- r"- /^'.--.^ . 
oV A v:^ r nr 
S r t/ 
'-U«.\.lJ,ljt.. 
r u 
w'-'^/ 
L._\ , . . , 4, 
f- t'^-y 'c ~ r 
' Y -
I 
' S f 1--.^ 
* ' ~ ~ ' n i T i i r ^ . 
h^ 
i 
\ *, nrft 
J 
V/' 
/ cnmro 
-f I 
/ffUtA^^ W / e , c n ^ 
H f 
i~ 
/ f <^ 
_£ 
1 
1 'p 1 
1 
1 
1 
L _ „„ f 
I 
'Hn^v 
-X 
2 ' ^ r 
oi9^ 
I 
Q 
: ^ 
T ^ 
' fcitVo 
/ t . 
^ _ v rp<gp 
^1' X ' / 
DIRECT DRILLING AT IXXDim^ALA SITC 
Saaplcl Depth Range 
L y.itholoqY n^atk 
76 
85 
161.02 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
163.02 
to 
165.70 
165.70 
to 
168.70 
168.70 
to 
171.67 
171.67 
to 
176.67 
176.72 
to 
178.72 
178.72 
to 
180.72 
180.72 
to 
182.92 
182.92 
to 
184.92 
184.92 
clay grayesh yellow, with s l ight ly 
s i l t y , with kankar al io having 
grains of ultrdbasic rock such as 
rhyol i te . A few of the *Mte 
Quartz grains are also present 
which are generally sub angular. 
The kankar i s of bigger size as 
compared to the rock pieces and 
the Quartz e t c . 
Lithology same except that the 
Qtz. gains are not present here 
Qtz grains are not present 
Grenish yellow sandy/silty clay 
with kankar and rock pieces 
s i l t y clay with kankar and rock 
pieces 
sandy d a y with kankar «. R.p. 
yellowish clay with kankar and 
R.p. 
sandy clay with kankar and R.p. 
Greynish yellow s i l t y clay with 
kankar and R.p. 
very fine greyish yellow s i l t 
Clay » 60Jii 
kankar » X^ 
Rock pieces 
(R.P.)» Q% Quartz m i% 
86 186.92 to 188.59 Greyish yellow clay kankar & R.P 
ci*y 
kankar 
R.p. 
Clay 
Kankar 
R.p. 
sand/ 
Shaley 
clay 
Kankar 
R.p. 
Si l ty 
clay 
kankar 
R.p. 
sandy 
clay 
kankar 
R.p. 
Yellow 
clay 
Kankar 
R.p. 
sandy 
clay 
Kankar 
R.p. 
^ t y day 
Kankar 
R.p. 
SUty day 
IT."" 
Clay«6i5S, 
R.P.«35l£ 
a 
M 
m. 
M 
S 
m 
M 
m 
s 
as 
a 
s 
sr 
m 
M 
ac 
6^% 
30% 
0^% 
t ^ 
4596 
50^ 
5^ 
50^ 
48^ 
4356 
60% 
1% 
3556 
63^ 
256 
65^ 
34^ 
1^ 
^ 
,K»nkar«329g 
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INTERPRETAHON OF HLECTRIC AND Qfm.A R/yt 
10Q« In watT wglHi A typical t«ntive logging for 
wat«r w«ll 8 consists of a normal or single electric resistivity; 
the £p. and some tiraes Gamma ray noasurements. The uiual 
legging situation are lasslf led into three gps. an-^  flmple 
Interpretation procedures are outlined for each. Much useful 
Information Is provided by these records, especially «Aien they 
are suppllnented by the bit penetration rate and the other 
data. The logs can solve many cmmon Groundwater problems* 
Geophysical logging I s an accurate and convlmlent 
way of obtaining sub-aurface data that would be provided, 
otherwise only by coring or testing, some of the data are 
read directly from the logs-depth and thickness of beds, other 
such as the water salinity be obtained only by analysing the 
records* 
There are wany geophlslcel logging tools , but the 
grmintfwater developer cannot afford the cost of rumlng the 
comprahenslve suite of logs used In the ©11 Industry. Nevertheless 
much Information can be extracted from these records sepcially 
when they are suppllmented by the dr i l l ers logs cutHngs, 
knowledge of local geology and some experience. 
CLASSIFICAnON OF FORWATIONSi 
The problem encountered In groundwater work are many. 
«>48» 
8 geophysical logs can solv* or help only part cf them. 
A I09 may be a valuable tool in one locality ue» loss In 
another, because the water may occur in a different kind of 
rocks. For log interpretation purposes i t has been found 
convenient to )««| classify foiffiatlons ofiong one of the 
following gps. 
(^) near Granular i>flMlfer» 
Comprise gravelj sendj sandstone of carbonate rocks 
having only granular type porosity, s i l t must be added to this 
If provided that i t s particles are not composed of clay minerals^ 
This gp includes granular «|ulfer that i s In part 
«>i!iposed of grains fon^d by clay minerals or contains clay 
n ate rial within i t s pore ^aces* 
(3) Fractured fat 
Represented by fractured or Jointed rocks having 
l i t t l e or nogranular type porosity. 
m uihich the porosity as iui a type different frcwn those 
specified above} eg. carbonate Rocks that are both granular and 
fractured, lava etc . 
(^) Pgnse Pormatlonst 
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(5) D^nf Fonartionst 
Rocks having so l i t t l s sffs cblve porosity that no 
water could be normally obtained frost thmn, Basidas SOBIC carbonate 
rocks, they include anhydrite, gyoisusi, salt as wall as many kir^s 
of igneous and metanorphic rocUi. 
(6) £^Mi 
This gp intibudes all formations l ike clay and shale 
that consist of very fine, wrface active particles. Ail have 
very similar properties as for as electric end Qaana ray logs ar^ 
concerned, they are called clay for both of simplicity. 
For convenience ! ^ d a i l y in Qanma ray logging any 
foaiatlen of type (1) to (5) i s called *Rock«v. 
Unless pacif ied otherwise i t «dll be assumed that 
all aquifers an reslonabllity information in texture and fully 
saturated with tuater. 
RisisnyiTY FOR ciEm /OJIFERSI 
A clear aquifer i s made up of a nonconductive rocks 
or skeition, and water. I t s resist ivity i s detexmlned by 
1) the res ist iv i ty of wator ( i . e . the water salinity) 
11) the quantity of water that the rock contains, i . e . 
(rock porosity). 
-50 . 
I l l ) tht dlftrlbutlon and continuity of w«t«r within 
th» port spacvs. 
I t hds been found that the res l t t lv i ty (Rt) of a clc er 
aquifer cen therefore be expressed as follows; 
Rt « F X Ri* (A) 
where i^ w * water resist ivity 
F * constant, that represents the effect of 
pore spaces. 
This constant called formations resist ivity 
factor I s given by the following foximjla 
F - A/0 m (B) 
where j^/ls the effective porosity (Fraction of total voli^e) 
and A and m are non-dlsiensional holes that represents the 
effect of porosity distribution and continuity. 
A and m vary from rock to rock and their values can be xtwitB 
acoirately determined from lab-measuresNints. 
The res&sty of water (Rw) decreases <i*»en the salinity 
Increases. At a given temperature, water resist ivity Is 
related Is the dissolved solids content In parte/mlllien 
(ppn) by the expression. 
Rw « K/pPw (C) 
where K • Is a factor that Is nearly conrtc-nt for a given 
salt when the salinity I s low ( less than afcout 3000 f^m of 
dissolved solids) 
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For the utual low sa l in i ty eaters* k average 6500 
at 25°C. water r e s i s t i v i t y deczvates somevshat vA^n tcfnperature 
increasBs but t h i s e f fect i s snail (25^ per degret at 25*0) 
and will be nogelected. pig* (A) i s a chart repietenting 
f o xmil a (c) • 
CLEAN GRANULAR AXJIFSfti 
For dean granular rocks having a porosity greater 
than about 10^ A and m have the follo'ving average values rocks 
that are l i t t e r or not cemoited} A *• 0 .52 m • 2.15 
Rocks are more ci»iented A * 1 m « 2 
j^ Fig*2 t l l u s t r a t e s the relationship between function 
factor and porosity using above sets of values . The f i r s t 
t«t will be used for the numerical exanples given belowt 
Comnining f omul a (A) & (B) & (C) and using for the 
r t s i s t i v i t y of clean granular aquifer. 
Rt - 0.62 k ..(D) 
0 2. IS ppBi 
Fig* B i s a chart bated on the forw^ula usin<^ for k the 
value (6500). I t g ives the r e s i s t i v i t y of clear granular 
aquiftrs as a function of the ir poros i t ies (expressed in t of 
total value) and for a few water sa l in i ty values. 
The goMtetry and continuity of the pore spaces In lotv 
porosity granular ir.ateriols i s rather irregular and i t i s not 
possible to assign two psrixeteFis parameters A & m average rode. 
^M d^cL^ul, ^cVcULOr^) 
fl^rkjppjn 
Vrx 
Lu /-\ 
• < ; / • • , ' , ' / 
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I t I s seen from f i g . 3 that a l l i ther factors being constant 
1. The higher the porosity, the lower the «:iulfer 
res- ist ivi ty . 
2. The lower the sal ini ty of water, the higher the aq^Hfer 
r e s i s t i v i t y . 
The above upper x-hatched area of f i g . 3 correspond 
to clean fresh v^ater aquifers, coflwnonly their r e s i s t i v i t i e s 
are of the order of 50 to ICOC ohm^n. 
Brackish and w i t water aquifer of good porosity have 
r e s i s t i v i t i e s which are much l e s s thon 50 ohro«n. 
The pore ^ a c e s of non-granular acpjifer i s so variable 
and irregularly di rttibuted that i t would be i l lusory to seek 
an expre«=sion a chart relating r e s i s t i v i t y to porosity. All 
that can be said with confidence i s that r e s i s t i v i t y decreases 
itiwn porosity or wster sa l in i ty increases, all other factoss 
remaining the sasie. 
DEN«€ ROCKS: 
Rocks that have non-effective porosity have extremely 
high r e s i s t i v i t y , usually of the order of 100,000 ohm-*n and 
more. 
AS far a s r e s i s t i v i t y concerned, clay csn be considered 
s& a grarular material whose pore spaces has e particular 
. S 3 . 
geom^trY* H«nce foznula (B) appli«St ^t t)w p«raffiet«rs 
A and m have valu«s which probably are swneiiihat di f ferent 
from those previously specif ied. AltlVHjgh no numerical data, 
ere available, the r e s i s t i v i t y of a clay can be estimated 
from formula (D) or f i g . 3 . 
c lays have a high pvrosity and the marine clays at leest 
generally contain brakish-water, two facts that make the ir 
res is t iv i t5 .es low commonly these range frcMi 2 to 10 ohm, i . e . 
they are lower than the r e s i s t i g i t y of the fresh.wfter aquifers. 
C l ^ dissitrilated within the pore spaces reduces the 
r e s i s t i v i t y of fresh-water aquifers, f i g . 4 gives the re s i s t i v i ty 
reducttion for a granular aquifer as a function of i t s clay 
content. 
7 The r e s i s t i v i t y of the clay i s assumed to be one.tenth 
(1/10) that of t h e at^iftr water and the double layer e f f ec t , 
i f any, i s dissigraded. 
The lower curve applies i f the clay part ic les surround 
the rock idceleton and the upper one curve i s applied, i f they 
do not touch i t . 
I f the clay i s randomly distributed, th# geometric 
average of the two curves probably g ives a better account of the 
; -
np'' 
* - , - - - - - « 
A» ' I " > - 1 . . ' 
A c ^ - S 
• l i - O V v l ' - — ^ /? * _. 
I 
'''^ « | <nc ("i-t? 
^ 
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r e s i t t i v i t y reduction. 
Ttie average i s shown by the dashed-Mne. I t i d l l be 
observed that when the pore spaces contains 10^ of i r r e ^ l a r l t y 
intersepted c lcy, the anuifer r e s i s t i v i t y drops to about 
6051^  of the V9lu« i t would have I t clean. 
The drop would be greater i f t he r e s i s t i v i t y contrast 
between water and cley were higher than 10, which i s often the 
cats for fresH-wAter aquifers* 
/PP/BENT RESISTIVITYt 
Resis t iv i ty logging devices ••• average 
r e s i s t i v i t y , called apparent r e s i s t i v i t y , of a certain vlra 
volune of earth material in the veloci ty of the logging problen. 
This zone intercepts a portion of the mud colouain and frequently 
the adjacent beds also ; the larger the* asntracts between the 
aquifer resist iv:^y (on the one hand) snH mud and adjacent beds 
r e s i s t i v i t y (on© to other)j the larger the depsrtaire i s between 
apparent and true id: values* 
The departure i s s<3inll, i f 1t»# aquifers are thidc and 
have high poros i t i e s , i t i s therefore of no great eonsiquence 
4f the log i s used qual i ta t ive ly , ;*s i s generally the case for 
water wel ls . The departure i c larga In hicjh r e s i s t i v i t y 
formations. And an aquifer of lov« porosity fRay be mistaken for 
dense rock or conversely on the strength of the r e s i s t i v i t y 
curve, i f the l a t t e r i s used alone* 
t f^^T 
f 
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Vfhen qudlit*tlv» data are dc$lr«d txu« r t t i c t must 
be dfftennined. The true r e s i s t l v i t y c f a bed can be obtained 
provided an appropriate e l e c t r i c log srtd th# related analysis 
charts an available (Guyod 1961 & pranglin, 1961). petroleum 
producing service companies run *iloctric logs , that an t a i l 
or to the heads of the petroleum geolog is t s and to the real 
corditiof)$t "frow these logs certain tvie>es of cpjantitative 
data can bf? riivided. Tf circumstances do not just ify cost of 
service co log or If logging service it; i^t dvaiI«A>le the 
water ymU contractor desire quontitotive data must provide 
h i s own log . The only equipment whidb i s adequate, practical 
and reaf.onably price i s one giving two normal — prefrably 
with 10u64 electrod«s spacing fa ir ly acoirate r e s i s t i v i t i e s 
can be derived from ^ c h a log provlcted following conditions 
are met • 
1. The aquifer r e s i s t i v i t y i s not too large, t lws 
reveals that the porosity be fa ir ly high and the dissolved 
contents of the water be not l e s s than about 100 f^, 
2. The aquifer i s a t l eas t 15 f t . thick and reasonably 
inform in tectured, and particular i t should not contain clay 
or dense layers . 
3* The mud invasion i s small. 
4 . The hole diameter i s l e s s then iO» and mud re s i s t i v i ty 
greater than about 1 ohm.m. 
5 . There are many areas where the eree conditions can be 
met by aquifers in the depth mater ia l^ 
in teres t . 
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SX/KiPLES OF RESISTIVnY CURVBt 
Fig* 5» 6, & 7 an artificial e lectric and gama r«y logs 
for three types of formations. There appxearences af 
approxLmately those of actual logs for the fometions shonn* 
provided the hole dlaneter i s l e s s than 10« and borehole-
rss i s t iv i ty greater than one ohaja and the R.C* «re thoss that 
would be obtained with a single elect rod or a short nomal 
prob} They correspond to the noted average reftisitivity of the 
material corifcained in a sphere having a di«Beter of approidtoiatdy 
3 f t . The internals marked "sand* or s^and stones* could 
represent greater carbonate rocks since these rocks have 
nearly the same res i s t iv i ty , other factors being constent. 
Ths bed shown have inform texture 10-15 ft thick; there true 
res is t iv i ty are indicatei to the ft Rf. of curves. Actual logs 
have more irregular shape because the curves reflect the base 
of non-uniformity commonly exhibited by locks. NO scales are 
shown semi apparent v. values depend u^to many factors such as 
porosity, waiter salinity, onjd res is t iv i ty e tc . 
The res ist iv i ty curves i l lustrate the following factorst 
1. Fresh water aquifer and dense rodcs have imjch higher 
res is t iv i ty than most other formations. 
2. The apparent re s i s t iv i t i e s of fresh water aquifers with 
low porosity are of the same order as those of dense reeks. 
in practice they can be differentiated by the refrence to the 
bi t penetration rate the character of the cuttings or some times 
the <;.p. curves. 
1 A'«t> 
O^' 
i>€.,.,-v«: 
i c ^ ' 
• ( / 
I P^  »f 
< £ ^ ^ 
/s^^ I 
i ^ V^  
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3. Aflulf«r$ which contain highly saline water have Retistivlty 
clem to that of clay, in practice they can be differentiated 
from day by using the s«P« or Oanma ray curves. 
4* Bad depths and thicknesses can generally be acojrately 
detezffiined from the res ist iv i ty curve, but the size of the 
irxjividual fracturas in consolidated rocks can not be* 
In fig* 5t the apprent res is t iv i ty of the bottow salt 
water sand i s shown to be less than that of the adjacant dayp 
this i s frequently the case «^ere there i s only l i t t l e invasion 
by the mud fi l tred. The s*P. i s larger when the invesion i s 
important* 
Artificial HR and G«mroa ray log approximately the 
appearence than an actual log would have in a sequence of 
clay bed and granular aquifer, having good porosity. Aquifers 
•Ml are assumed to be non»radioactive. Pig. 6t Art i f ids l m 
and Game ray log approximately the appearenoe that an actual 
log would have in a sequence of clay bed and several types of 
rocks i s assumed that water in the ac^ifer i s fresh and the 
xt>cks are not resistively active. 
Estimating water salinltvi 
Rearranging formula mwd gives the following expression 
for the salinity of the water in a clean granular aquifer, 
pp . 0*62 K (5) 
. 5 8 . 
This foiraula i s appllcablt in pjraetlc« only both 
th« res ist iv i ty and the porosity of th« aqulf«r ar« known 
thatji sensibility l i ^ i t i t s applicability i s unknown 
«Niat« unless m appropirate miitt of logs i s ava i l^ le . 
further, eoine knowledge of ths depth of weter l ikely to be 
present i s required so that the correct K value can be selected 
when this i s n4t the case a value of 6500 corresponding to 
average weters i s generally used and the foxnula beoMnest 
««- - 6ie6e 4000 (6) 
PP" " jft g.15 Rt ' 
Fig. three based on the mjmerlcal values «id in this 
fozinula, can be employed to obtain or estlnate the dissolved 
solids ( ) in terms of R» and porodty of 
clean water bearing formations. An outstanding exanple of 
water quanlity determination from H and other data i s the 
method developed by Johnes and Busford (1951) for obtaining, 
not only the quantity of dissolved solids, but also approximate 
water analysis for the taportant water bearing formiatlons 
Loltlona. 
Artificial B. Gamma log ^proximately the appearenee 
that actual log would have in a fozmetlon that do not contain 
d a y bed* rodcs BTit net 
^^H&^SSW* I*^  >^ assumed that the water in the aquifer I t 
fresh and that tt» rocks are not radioactive. 
, - •i' p i ^.' lit -S'P^-
(IzMAi^-^^^ 
\ • 
f 6^- (^  
tr 
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ESTIMAHNS JiOUIFER POROSlTYi 
Foinula (5) or f ig .3 can alee be utad to obtain o 
• stimcta porosity of tha ^ant i ty of diiolvod solids and the 
ac|uifar r^sisiivity ara known* 
CHJantitias ti* A and usad in formuld (2) has no 
dinansion. Fi9*8t tharafora R ara not directly affected by 
aibsolute grain size, which means the R e ^ not be directly 
used for detejnnining permei^ility. in particular i t i s not 
possible to distinguish a fine sand from gravel, the discussion 
iButt be made by refrence to tha cutting s or other geologic 
data. 
when ac|uife£ permeability may be directly related to 
changes in porosity er clay content, that permeability changes 
are reflected on the aquifer res i s t iv i ty . This pexmlts Mni*» 
qu»ntiti(tii9e determinations of permeability for emperical data 
of true K« s can be derived frc»i the log. 
Since air i s more conductive the R. of a permeable 
rock i s watered. Howtver, ^me of ihe borehole fluids generally 
enter the rock and measurements made with probes having a 
small radious of investigation show only a small increase in 
R. the depth of water table i s defficult to pick up •specially 
i f the rock i s not rf uniform textured. 
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ESHMAHNS A3UIFER POROSITY; 
Foimula (5) or f i g . 3 can also be U8»d to obtain or 
estimate porosity of the ^ a n t i t y of di iolved sol ids and the 
K|uifer r e s i s t i v i t y are known* 
Quantities i6» A and used in forwula (2) has no 
dimension* Fig«8, therefore R are not direct ly affected by 
absolute grain s ize , which means the R can not be directly 
used for determining permeability, in particular i t i s not 
possible to dist inguish a fine sand from gravel , the discussion 
must be made by refrence to the cutting s or other geologic 
data. 
when aquifer permeability may be d irect ly related to 
changes in porosity er clay content, that pezmeabillty changes 
are reflected on the aquifer r e s i s t i v i t y . This permits s«ni* 
quantitHl^e determinations of permeability for miperical data 
of true R» 6 can be derived from the log • 
WATER TABLE? 
since air i s more conductive the R. of a permeable 
rock i s watered. However, some of the borehole f lu ids generally 
enter the rock and measurements made with probes having a 
small radious of invest igation show only a small increase in 
R. the depth of water table i s de f f i cu l t to pick up ej^ecial ly 
i f the rock i s not cf uniform textured. 
- 6 0 . 
The be ft r e s i s t i v i t y logging device for dtermining 
the depth of w*T* i s the Gajid tool because i t has a deepjil 
lateral investigation and guci g ives a great vertical detail«4 
A combination of L. normal devices, a log one and a short 
no una! one, can also be used, but the depth determination 
i s l e s s accurate. 
PRINgPAL USES OF RESI'^nvnY DATAt 
To a water well d r i l l e r the most tangible beni f i t s 
that can be derived f rom a log one those obtained from a more 
interception of their record, i m t h i s respect , the R.C« 
curve even the recorded by the l eas t expensive equipment i s 
most rewarding. BY glancing at i t he can determine the depth 
and thickness of almost evenly bed except the thinest onesf. 
ajPPLIMEKTlhG i t vdth h is own dr i l l ing observations or local 
experience, he can t e l l v*Jat most, i f not all of these beds 
are> This will permit him to foxmuXete an optimum screen 
setting programme, i f he has to vent s i s into braki^wster zone 
he finds the decrease in r e s i s t i v i t y although not equivocal. 
A wsUcome safeguard of the b i t penetration rate remeined 
exactly same for a l l ths aquifers logged, he can assume that 
their posit ions are of the sime order *!•*« therefore interpret 
a decrease in AP Res is t iv i ty as an indication of a sa l in i ty 
Increasst. Fig.8 (Ron et a l , 1944 i s a case i n . I t 
ftT%«»t\t» '^^ lower portions of the e l ec tr ic l ogs , of L. 
^ \ , uhlch hsve penetrated a sequMce of clays and 
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dean unconsolidated sediments having proportions of the same 
order, i^ove 1375 f t , the sand apparent R. are nearly in sane but 
beltw the f i g . thiry decrease vdth depth. This decrease can be inter-
preted as increase in the water sa l in i ty , incidently , the bottom 
plogged bellow 1375 f t and the appear ones are producing waters 
averaging 500 parts/mill ion of dissolved so l ids . 
conversely, when i t i s known that the quaiity of the water 
remains nearly the s«ne for all the aquifers penetrated changes in 
r e s i s t i v i t y can generally be interpreted a s being caused by-flie 
changes in porosity, or by a clayey conditions. The simultanious 
use of the sp or Gam ray curve will generally permit deteraining 
which of these situations e x i s t s . There are major applications of 
R. log . A few more an detcribed i n * » section t i t l e d "Application 
of Geophysical logs to specif ic problems*. 
in practice the log interpretations are not made* with the 
r e s i s t i v i t y curves also t\w <a> and all other variables data analysed 
simultaneously with r e s i s t i v i t y . 
Good R curves can be obtained in increased empty holes 
provided a probe making good contact against the bore wall i s 
employed. Because the borehole e f f e c t s one greatly minimised, there 
i s usually l e s s departure between true ertd apparent R,» s. An example 
of an e lec tr ica l log made in enpty Irole i s given in fig ,9 l e f t , the 
log to the right was obtained after the hole was f i t t ed with a thin 
dr i l l ing mud. 
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d r i l l l n g mud por t ions of e l e c t r i c a l logs of two water wel l s 
1.60 apart (Honslon area) mud r e s i s t i v i t i e s are 10 and 1.3 ohm.ra 
in well (1) & (2) represented by compwiision of E» log made in 
empty hole and in the same whole containing mud Hot spring, south 
D a l t a ) . 
CASED aOLESt 
Res i s t iv i ty measurements made in cased holes are not relatc^d 
to the formations s teel being an excel lent conductor, the r e s i s t i v i t y 
obtained in a s teel casing t h a t i s not too old i s oxtreamly low, 
i t s only usefulness i s to permit determining the casing depth old 
s tee l casing are corroded the r e su l t ing iron oxides i s non conductive 
and r e s i s t i v i t y changes r e f l e c t the pr imari ly the degree of corrosion 
of casing but the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n I s d i f f i c u l t and UFually probl imat ic . 
R e s i s t i v i t y measurements made in undamaged p l a s t i c ' c a s i n g s 
are r e l a t ed to t h e r e s i s t i v i t y of the f lu ids contained in the 
p ipe . tSitqe holes in casings cojse loca l r e s i s t i v i t y decreases . 
m s i s n y i i Y >^ EAguRiN3 TOOLS; 
The majority of the H logs recorded in water wells are 
obta lntd with a single e lec t rode or short normal devicep they give 
good q u a l i t a t i v e data end some times semi-quanti tat ive informations. 
Long normals and l a t e r a l s are occasionally used, espec ia l ly when the 
e l e c t r i c l ogs run by commercial companies. Other R measuring devices 
are also avai lable each of the t h r ee mentioned below logs a pa r t i cu l a r 
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volune of foimation. 
The ground Electrode measures the R of the horizontal d isk-
shaped zone 6 to 20* high having a diameter of 6 f t . , or more 
(Owen 8. Geeff 1951, Guyod 1964) logs g ives good ve r t i ca l de ta i l 
and i s valuable in a very broken formation*. I t i s t he b e s t log for 
edcK accurately determining the depth of the water l a v e l . 
The micro log measures the R of tlw few cubic inches of 
formation s i tua ted ind ica te ly behind the bore wall (Dol l , 1960), 
I t giveis s t i l l more ve r t i c a l d e t a i l than the ground log and, in g»«iw>i< 
granular rocks, t he data can frequently in te rpre ted in terms of 
poros i ty . 
The induction tool (Doll 1944) makes a measurement which 
corrosponds to a foot ve r t i c a l i n t e r n a l , i t i s l i t t l e effected 
by the mud column and the invaded zone, i t i s a excel lent tool for 
ca lcula t ing formations, but i t s eff ic iency decreases while 
forrnational r e s i s t i v i t y inc reases , for t h i s re a son t ie induction log 
does not permit quan t i t a t ive determination fresh water aquifers; 
espec ia l ly in those of lov^ poros i ty . ;i^J^l these th ree t o o l s are 
complicated to handle and expensive which are general ly operated only 
by commercial compenies. 
SPONTANEOUS POTENHAL LCX3! 
This sort of curve usual ly cal led the SPi i s record of the 
natural p o t e n t i a l s wHich occur in a borehole (Hnonrymons 1965-68 a) 
when the formation contains a cl ay bed i t i s genera l ly observed tha t 
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these beds have approximately the sane p o t e n t i a l ; on the SP 
curve t h i s po ten t i a l de f ines , an almost s t r a igh t ve r t i ca l l i n e 
cal led the claf (or the s h a l e ) , base l ine from which the SP i i * f i 
d i f l e c t i o n s in the other beds are measured* itiese natural p o t e n t i a l , 
are primari ly caused by electrochemical reac t ions taking place 
between mud, formation water and clay, un less specified otherwise 
i t w i l l be assumed that no o ther source of p o t e n t i a l . 
CLEm GRANptffi AQUIFERS INTERBEDDED WITH CLfi{ FCRMAHOHS: 
I f the water in t h e aquifers are much more sal in than the 
d r i l l i n g mud, the <3p general ly more -ve in t^e aquifers than in the 
adjacent clay and i f fie waters a r e much l e s s sa l ine than the mud 
the SP general ly i s more the in the aquifers than the adjacent days, 
in these extreme cases the electrochemical p o t e n t i a l s (SP) 
expressed in mi l l v o l t s i s approximately given by follovdtng formula: 
[^)^ , -K X log 1 0 - M L . 
vrfi»re Rw « formation water r e s i s t i v i t y . 
Rjnf *• the r e s i s t i v i t y of the mud f i l t r a t e 
K * fac tor which general ly take equal to 71 at shallow d^jth 
conversely, an aoproximately volume of the formation water 
r e s i s t i v i t y csn be obtained from the sp curve and the application 
of above formula, becajse i t i s possible to closely estimate sa l in i ty 
from water r e s i s t i v i t i e s , espec ia l ly i f the type of water i s known* 
The sp seems t o be a very s igni f icant tool i n groundwater investigatjxrt 
However, i t has proved to be great disapoointment in t h i s wispect. 
The main reason i s t h e *»K*rtic»R formula (7) i s an approximation 
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%*iich I t pyrrol8siblfcjt only i f th«r© i s an extr«ii»ely large 
difference in the sa l in i ty bettween formation water and mud. xn water 
well practice i t i s generally applied when the waters contain l e s s 
than 15,000 ppm of dissolved sol ids and rather ejqpression has to be 
c^sidered instead. This expression i s based on the a c t i v i t i e s of 
the formation water and the borehftie f luid and i t i s rather compli-
cated (wyll le 1949, patten & B Benn H, 1963). For low sal ini ty 
solutions are Na, CB* Mg» t h i s expression reduced to the 
following formula (Qondowai e t a l , 1957). 
(cp)^ « -K X log 10 (a m t-/aCa ••• a Mg)a (8) 
a Na *Jaca • a Mg)MF 
The nominator of the fraction refers to the fciroetion water 
denofrlnator to the mud f i l t r a t e the a* s denote the activltl» s due 
to the ions spacified by the subscripts. The portion of act iv i ty 
due to a particular Ion i s approximately proportional to the iMi 
concentration but the co-eff ic ient of proportionately may very 
great ly vdth the type of ion i f the Valencia BX^ taken into acoHint. 
This can be seen for exsmple in the chart of f i g . 10. v#iich gives 
e f fect ive a c t i v i t i e s as a function of sa l in i ty for the three Ion 
constrent. AS far a S the sp value i s concerned, a solution contain-
ing only 100 pnp of divalent ions i s equivalent to a solution having 
1000 ppnr of the Ma ions, but ths-ir r e s i s t i v i t l e e s are in a rati05?( 
of 10 to 1. Evidently t h i s bars the applications of fonsula (7) 
to r.allrity determinations* Formula (8) should be used, but t h i s i s 
not possible in practice because all that the f ie ld measurements ean 
glv« In the quantity (aNa •Vaca 4- aMg)W . ^ , w , , ^ ^ 
"^  from which sal inity can 
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not h4 d«riv«d unless the a c t i v i t i e s are known, unless any analysis 
of the water i s avai lable . The stfse conclusions are reached regai^less 
of thel ion types and concentrations. An emperiai. chart for estlBidtin^ 
water ^ s i s t i v i t y has been developed by Gondouirin e t al (1957), but 
i s appiic«*>le only when the dissolved sol ids total l e s s than 
3000 ppiB, The only poss ib i l i ty using the <3> data for quantitatice 
salanity determinations i s fresh water bearing forsiations would be 
to establ ish beforehand emprical data for the wtters of an area and 
uaft an appropriate chart or formula. Thi6 i s actually v^ hat joncs 
and Bufor and (1961) did vdth r e s i s t i v i t y , unfortunately tht 
d i f f i c u l t i e s «ft are considerably more nunerous with the SP aa v411 be 
understood from the following comments. 
1. The numerical value of the and factor formtha (7) can be 
accurately evaluated only v^en the cloy formfitlon bounding the 
aquifer i s perfect cationic pemie^^le membran actual k values can be 
determined only frcwa the lab . assurance. 
2 . The ctiem. composition of the borehole fluid n^ust betaken into 
account. 
3 . A streaming potential i s usually superimposed on the electro* 
chemical potential (Gondonin g sca le , 1958). Although the former 
i s very smell at shallow dppth. i t s relative value mey not be neg ie^ l s 
in deep water wel ls when the cp amplitude i s low, end i t i s d i f f i cu l t 
to ascertain t h i s fac t , 
4 . Hven i f there i s r^ strong potent ia l , the measureelj^ ^ i s 
only a portion of the total electrochemical potential (sP) developed 
in the ground. The reduction, ^/fep)c i s a function of several of 
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f a c t o r s , in p a r t i c u l a r the aquifer r t s i t t i v i t y and thickness 
(G«yod, 1964 a ) . A correct ion can be made ib r th lng t ion and 
weld an 1958) but t h i s dif ficultl»c« p r a c t i c e , note that the depth 
0^ (SP)* l-s analoqo»« to t h a t between apparent and t rue 
r e s i s t i v i t i e s . 
Theunpredi c table behaviour of the c^ curve be der^onstrated 
from the logs of fig .8 (Ron et a l , 1944). The dis tance between 
wel ls one and two only 160 f t . and the formation i s nearly 
hor i zon ta l . The r e s i s t i v i t y curves cor re la t ion wel ls which permit 
foHowing each main sand from one well to the oh te r . The dathed 
l i n e s represent theSlay bate l i n e * i . e . the l i n e on which the 
SP f a l l s i n the th ick clay i n t e r v a l s . The SP amplitiKJe in sands 
i s measured with refrence to t h i s base l i n e . I t i s seen tha t the 
SP i « negative in a l l sands of well 1, t ha t the samplltude nkVH 
i s nearly uniform about 1375 f t . i n weU 2 the SP i s e i t h e r 
nega t ive , +ve or n i l l i n the sends of the sane i n t e r v a l s , i f we 
should are formula (7) to evaluate s a l i n i t i e s we could only conclude 
t h a t the water r e s i s t i v i t i e s vary r a the r widely with depth in well 
2 and t h a t they are nearly constent in we l l l , considerifeg the sfwrt 
d i s tance between tie two wel ls i t i s i l l o g i c a l to tMcik think thf t 
for every qwiiin sand, the water in well two i s d i f fe ren t from that 
i n well one. 
QRANULAR /QUIFEH. INTERBEDDED WITH CLA/ DENSE BEDS; 
in t h i s type of formation both the i^ax^ s h ^ e and amplitude 
of <5P are d i f f e ren t from those obtained in granular aqui fe rs . The 
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curv* i s usually distorted and d i f f i c u l t to use alone, even bed 
boundries can not be picked with eerta in i ty . A good review of the 
subject i s given by Doll (1948) , f ig ,6 i l l u s t r a t e s t h i s situation 
for mme fresh water aquifers, in practice the curve may be s t i l l 
more confusing vrfien there are severals in SP polarity . 
CL/yEY /OJIFERSt 
C3.ay or similar materials dissirainated with in the pore 
spaces of an aquifer reduces the aquifer SP> Approximately 
correction can be made for granular formation (L« wit te , 1955$ 
pirson, 1957), but the procedure i s involved and the accuracy 
Uncertain. 
PECJLim SP gJRVESt 
Actual SP OJrves 4o not always conform to the patterns 
i l lu t trated in f i g . 5 , 6 & 7, The most notable Exceptions are 
discribed and explained below. 
1. Drilling the d a y bate l ine in commonly the clay base l ine 
i s e ssent ia l ly sandstone and ver t i ca l , especial ly below a few 
hjndred f ee t , as i l lustrated by t he logs of f i g . 8 . But in certain 
rk wells at shallow depths the SP enrve gradually wanders, either 
as or whole or only itt the clay intervals and gen»rally to the 
l e f t as the depth decreases. No satisfactory explination has been 
offered for t h i s phonooenon which appears to be more prevalent 
in arid areas. 
2. shift in clay base l i n e . - This i s frequently observed w*»n 
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ther« i s a rather fast change in sa l in i ty of formation waters. 
An example i s given in f ig .12 (Jones 1965). A shift can also 
be caised by a change in the nature of the clay (Dol l , 1948). 
3 . unstable sp - This i s obtained in the upper part of the holes 
in which there i s an appreciable moveisent of water, as an artisean 
well or above these many zones. The signal changes constantly even 
of the logging electrode i s kept ribationary. This condition i s 
due to an unstable electrode potential caused by the water flow. 
This i s s tab i l i t y disappears below the zone of water movement. 
4 . polarity reversals - Numerous polarity reversals in the aquifers 
of a given well are sometiaes noted even though the waters have 
sa l in i ty of the same order. These reversals are usually due to 
changes in the type of ions or in qunatit ies of some of the ions . 
An exanple i s found in the log to the right of f i g . 8 . above the 
dpeth of 1375 f t . 
ESHMAHNS POBOSlTy A^ O PERMEABILITYt 
AltN>9gh the presence of permeable rocks, rocks having 
intergranular porosity and situated between clay beds, can generally 
be offered from the shape of the sP curve formulas (7) 4 (8) show 
that neither curve sh^e nor the amplitude provides a bas is for 
direct c a l « l a t i o n s of porosity or permeability. 
When the change in the permeability of the rodk are used 
by the pveeence of some clay material within the pore spaces, they 
can be quantitatively established for the resulting changes in SP 
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anplltud* by uting emperical data obviously the metted i s 
applicable only i f there are the changes in water composition vdthin 
the fortnation of iciikxest i n t e r e s t . 
EFFECT OF POROSITY; 
Although the «liectrochemical potential (SP) . i s not 
porosity the amplitude of s> curve i s d irect ly effected by porosity 
changes. In fac t , a debase in porosity increases the rock 
r e s i s t i v i t y and t h i s in turn reduces the sp amplitudes as v»rts 
previously pointed out. in particular, dens* be4s situated in clay 
exhibi ts no memorable SP reflections* 
PRINOPAL USES OF SP CURVE IN WATER WELLS; 
The SP curve i s at i t s best in forraations comparing clay 
9nd granular aquifers, espec ia l ly below a few luindred f ee t . For 
the SP i s always analysed simultaneously with r e s i s t i v i t y curve 
and other available data. 
when formation waters are much more saline than the dr i l l ing 
• jd the cp generally more -ve in aquifers than in the adjacent 
c lays . This permits using the curve for formation, ident i f icat ion, 
correlation purposes, and for determining the depth and thickness 
of certain beds. 
Supplimented by curve, the SP indicates when the formation 
water changes from fresh to brakish. 
The SP i s generally aimuwastni^ meaningless when there are no 
clay formations in the sequence of beds penetrated b^ the well of 
in teres t . 
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Tht SP curv« in a plastic casing i s praetieeXly at straight 
vtrtical l ine . 
The only bdrehols geophysical metNsds giving dependii>le 
data on the formation situated behind casing are those based on 
radiation measur^nts. They can also be used in open holes with 
the aM^ti advanti^e that the measuresients are net much affected 
by the Mature of the borehole fluid. There Bf tv«o basic Mdiation 
logging swthods. 
G/WMA R/y AND h?EaTRONi 
Gamma ray logging equipment i s fairly simple, m>t too 
e)^ensive and valuable in investigations* Neutron logging equipment 
will nto be dis&cussed here. 
Radioactivity of clay and Rocks - The atoms of a few 
occuring elements spontaneoudy disintegrate* This integration Is 
slow but contineous, and i t i s accompanied by the production of 
radietlen, alpha rays, B rays, v rays, x-rays, and B rays 9f 
stopfMfcl after travelling less than one inch, through matter, but 
V ray em go though two ffcit of water lessthan 6« of common 
foztnation contain some radiation isotopes of the following elea«tfits, 
gaaerally K» th , and/or ur in varying amount*;, this property makes 
Gamma ray measurements igaluable for fomation logging. 
I t i s convenient in Gama ray logging to classify sedimentary 
form«lions into two groups only clay and rock. The later will be 
called rock «A1 though there i s no hand and fast rule regarding the 
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amount of radioactivity that a given formation may have, rocks 
as a hole are lessradioactive than clay, regardless of porosity 
and fluid contained, but a few rocks have a radioactivity v*iich i s 
some in tiroes of the sane order as that of d a y or clayey aquifers. 
The game ray intensi ty of clay varies from area to area. 
in the tertiary deposits and more recent formations, i t i s fof the 
order of 5 micro rodhtgens/hr. i t i s twice as great for older 
c lays . c;ome organe clays have a much high intensi ty than the other 
clays of the same area. 
EX^PLES CF V-R/y CURVES; 
V-ray curves are shown to the right of f i g s . 5 , 6 & 7. in 
these examples only the caly i s assumed to be radioactive. 
interpretation of v-ray curve — The inteipretation of the v-ray 
curve in water wells i s based on the following observations. 
1. m a given area, only the re lat ive intens i ty measured for the 
various formation i s of s ignif icance. 
2. Formation exhibiting a low v-ray intensi ty are clesun sediments, 
gravely, sandstones, limestones, dolomites, anhydrites, shale, 
l i gn i t e or coal. A low v-ray reading may indicate a very porous 
and peiimeable fi aquifer or i t may indicate an impervious rock, 
geological infomation i s needed to remove the ambiquity. 
, I t i f known that the rocks in the area of interest have only 
a very low radioactivity, all the interaals of the log exhibiting 
a high v-ray i n t e n s i t i e s are probably d a y . The intervals of 
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int«rm«diate intensi ty correspond to rocks generally aquifer. 
Containing some clay materials the clay extent can be assumed 
to increase nearly in proportions vdth the \^ray intens i ty . 
4, I f nothing i s known on the R.A» of the rocks of the area, i t 
i s not possible to interpret the intervals of the log* that exhibit 
a high intermediate v-ray intens i ty , some of the resulting 
efBbi9i»ity can be removed i f an e l e c t r i c log i s available. 
5« The v-ray curve should always be correlated with a l i tho log i c 
log and all other data available^, 
A ftw exceptions to above rules are noted below: 
INTHRPREIATION DIFFICULTIES: 
V^en water, ^ instead of a property conditioned mud, i s used fi 
for d r i l l i r ^ , clay and other cuttings, s i l t and may increase the 
V-ray amplitude in the bottom 5 to 10 f t . of the hole. Thick 
dr i l l ing mud nay have been l e f t behind the casing, or there may be 
some clay material on the face of certain non-radioactive rocks. 
This increases in v-ray intensity at t h e ^ l e v e l s make then appear 
on the log as sandy clays or clayeys sands. In a gravel packed 
well the gravel stopes an important amount of V-rays that would 
normally reach the detector. This reducing the v-ray amplitude. 
I f the material selected for the gravel pacfeing i s R .A-I 
i f certain volcanic granit ic rocks are used, the V-ray log dk« 
reflection show primarily the presence of thickness of the material. 
PRINCIPAL USES OF V-R/gf CURVES: 
1. The main application of the v-ray curve i s in cased wel ls 
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for vrfiich only In gufficient or unreliable data are available. 
Hater wells that do not produce enough water, or that produce 
a water that i s unfit for i t s intended use; generally can be 
rehdbitiated after the presence of other aquefers i s determined 
frcMB the V-ray measurements. 
2 . The v-ray curfe i s also useful for logging of open holes 
when an e lec tr ica l log would not be upto standards (brakish or 
salty borehole, f lu id , large hole s i te) or could not be run because 
of the lack of an appropriate (empty ho les ) . 
3 . The depths and thtfckness clay and non-clay beds can be obtained 
from the v-ray curve, but the accuracy in measurirg the thickness 
of those l e s s than 2 feet thick generally poor. 
4 . The v-ray data are valuable as a suppliment to help indentify 
clay layers and porous zones in dense rocks. 
MISCEaANEOUS FACTORS AFFECUm THE LCX3 RESPONSES; 
1 . Borehole e f f ec t s inaanuch as ax the logging probe i s placed 
in the mud column, bore fluid and hole size usually affect the 
measuxments. 
2.Bid Boundary Effect — The shar|li formation changes, eg. from 
clay to a fresh water aquifer does not result in sharp changes in 
the curves of a log , the read of and for the e l ec tr i c log, the 
reading i s particularly cqv important v ^ n t h e vrfiole i s large or 
the mud brakish. 
3 . Thin bed effect — The curve amplitudes are reduced when the 
thickness of the bed of in tres t decreases, all other factcurs being 
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conft«nt. This i s i l lustrated in f ig . 13 w^lch repreMntt for a 
simpl* •l«etrod« res is t iv i ty curve for a numbers of the beds. 
The effect on the cp and v-ray curve i s very similar. 
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HYDROGR/PHY 
Hectsslty — For any Irrigation project I t I s necessary to 
know tvjo thlngf? - 0») The requtremwts of water for particular 
%f*^ (b) Qualiity water available from various sources* 
Mevlng known the reaulrement of water I t i s now necessary 
to deal with the method of assertaining the quality available. The 
best method of knowing t h i s ifuantlty I s by actual discharge measure-
ment a frcMB the well In the case of well Irrigatlcn and from 
streams when the irrigation to bt* done i s from river water, various 
methods of discharge measurments are used in both the U.J.P. end 
Ghaggar but i shall destrlbe only those methods which we saw their 
at Rani a Gauge <;tation. 
M^GSSt 
They sr^ meant to register variations in water level snd 
are ndm made of wsod and more usually of enamal iron; with 
graduations in feet divided into decimal parts for recording water 
l eve l at t a i l s of channels and in laboratories for determining the 
^r faee slope, centeslrral g a u ^ s ; i . e . those giving reading correct 
to one hundredth of a foot are used. 
The g.3wges ere either fixed vertical against wooden posts 
or ^on a slope usually 1 j 1, in the la ter case the markings are 
elongated so a s to give readings corresponding to vertical defdcsMise 
deference? in feet , when there i s much fluctuation due to wind 
or pulsations caused by structure across a channel gauges are 
u ^ a l l y Instal led in wel ls which are connected with the streams 
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by horixontal pipes, one on each for about two feet height. 
there are three types of gauges: 
1. plain gmige — vtihich i s usually provided. 
2* Hook gauge, — mostly used for lab work where very accurate 
measurements of water level i s required, which i s operated by a 
tangent screw and vernier i s usutl ly fired to i t * Gauge i s lowered 
in water and gradually raised t i l l the hook point appears, .lust 
at the surface when the reading i s taken, 
3, /ptomatic Recording Gauge — (or graphic water level recorder) 
which we saw in the f i e l d . There i s a f loa t and a counter wi^ht 
attached to a metal belt hung over a pully which actuates a drum 
through some « i geaking. As water level goes up and do»m taking 
irith i t the f l oa t , on ink p4int draws a l ine on the graph paper 
round the drum. The point i s actuated by a clcck-work, vy*iich 
re leases the rope wound round a pul ly . i f the gauge reading i s 
needed at a long distence the pulsatious from graphic recorders 
are transmitted through a transmitting set to a reservoir which 
indicates the gauge on a dial and chart. 
These records are useful in giving contineous record of 
water l e v e l s . For correct reading they need to be checked up occa-
sionally e lectr ica l operated alarms which work on simple system of 
making and breaking contact, just as an e lec tr ica l bell does, are 
some times necessary to be coupled with automatic gauges to give 
a warning v^en water level goes beyond a certain safe l i m i t . 
r 
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Gaugcs by themselves can rKst give any idea of discharges 
unless some discharge observations are made* Qauges reading when 
supported by some discharge observations wil l help in plotting 
a gauge discharge curve from which discharge for any gauge can be 
reed. Gauges are useful in correcting discharge at different s i t e s . 
The very importent object of measuring discharge mt 1tk»y i s 
the regular record of the discharge passing through the streams and 
canals wil l be valuable for future refrence, may be used for 
various purposes one of v^ich i s setting disputes between nations* 
There are aany other instruments for measuring depths 
v e l o c i t i e s e t c . by we have seen one called currentmeter. 
current Meter —- cons is ts of vi^eel containing blades or cups 
which are rotated by flowing water* i t i s made to face the current 
by means of a t a i l on w^ich cross vwAfct or f ines are attached. 
Electrical current i s passed to the wheel from a dry cel l battery 
fixed in a box kept above the surface of the water on a bcaxxi 
bridge or boat. The current i s carried by a leading cable, A 
computer As %ix%6 to the staff of the revolfir^ blade* i t makes 
and breaks the contact and disconnects the wninwt: c ircuit , A 
revolution counter i s worked by t h i s cam and t icks of the cam 
are beared by the observer through a telephone. The Amster current 
meter v^^cih we saw had provided with two contacts recording every 
f i f t h revolution or every single revolution. The instwwnent i s 
attached a heafy circular wAight at the bottom. The instrument i s 
attached a heavy circular weight at the bottom. T** instrument i s 
then fixed to a vertical rod or a cable. The meter i s lowered to 
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a particular depth at which the velocity i s meaiured. 
The curr ent meter can regis ter v e l o c i t i e s at any depth 
for more precise observations any of the three following methods i s 
followed. 
(a) V i f observed at two points , one f i f t h and four f i f th of 
the depth below the surface at each section and the average of the 
two V* s i s taken as the representative mean v« 
(b) The meter i s lowered to the bed gradually and again raised at 
a uniform speed. This way meter autbmatically integrates and records 
the average i ielocity at each sect ion. Apparently the method (k) 
appears to be more accurate. 
(c) ^^s at intervals of one or two ft along the depth of each 
station ai9 observed and averaged. 
J .,..d^ 
a J i . .W<(/ . ' 
EVAPORHANS PIRAHON LOf^ ES IN UPPER Y/WNA BA<^ IN 
evaporation i s a physical process by which wat»r vapours 
• scape froir any fraa wat«r surface or wat surface at a tamp-
rature below boiling point of water. Water i s also l o s t by 
traitapiration from vegetation covering the soi l or water surface. 
••Itie ccM4>ined loss from vegetation and the earth surface 
surrounding i t i s kncwi as Hvapotrans piration»« 
The evaporation/evdpotr an miration l o s se s are ojntroUed 
by 2 factors namely the moisture avai labi l i ty at the earth surface 
and the evapor.itive power of the a ir . If supply of water i s 
unlimited, loss of water in the fortn of ev<?porat9 or evapotrans 
i s termed as potential evaporation or potential Evapotran^iration. 
The actual rate of evapot - , however, varies from plant to 
plant and also varies during different stages of their growth. 
NO measured date on actual evapotrmspiration rate from variews 
crops raised in upper Yaeiiguna Basin are available, i t has 
therefore, to be estimated on the basis of studies done elsevt*iere, 
which may be a p p l i c ^ l e to the situations prexfailing in t h i s basin. 
A good and rel iable method appears to have been furnished in 
Technical series No.2. ent i t led "A guide for Hstimating 
irr igat ion water Requirements'" of the water. Management Division, 
Ministry of Agriculture, Govt, of India, f'ew Delhi. 
I t i s proposed to adopt t h i s very methodology for estimating 
Evapotr™ l o s s e s in UJP. In t h i s method consumptiee use coeff i -
cient i . e . ratio of evapotr - to pan evapor - , for average 
conditions, have been suggested for various crops during diff«rerenl 
8tag«8 of their growth. Multiplying these coefficients with 
the appropirate pan evapor- values Evi^otr- losses from various 
crops during entire period of their growth would be known. These 
losses Riultiplied with total ereal cover under different crops 
dbKidlii9x«i«ticKiWp(txk«4ixc<xtk«iiii3tg:MiiklixiiQta^  in the 
project area would yield total evapotr losses per season/year. 
However, this method suffers from obvious limitation that i t 
will not provide daily values of actual evapt* losses , tnit would 
provide an average estimate of these losses w^ich may be good 
enough for bearly water balance studies. 
TO assess tl« evapotr- losses under this scheme, basic 
data rec|uirement would be as follows:-
1. pan evapor- data at a NO. of places 
2. Land util ization stat is t ics of the project area. 
m the area under studying there are only three observa* 
tions located at (a) New Delhi, (b) Karnal, (c) Muzaf farabad, 
which record daily pan evapor. The data at these sites i s 
available from the years 1959, 1971 and 1967 re^ectively. in 
order to arrive at s reasonable representative value of ev4H>oxw 
losses in the basin, two procedures as enumerated below can be 
adopted* 
The mean value of the three pan observations and assume 
i t to be representative of the whole area. The record of annual 
mean temperature at various points in and around the project area 
would be uti l ized to prepare an isothermal map of the basin. This 
nap will b* uti l ised to eaimark the areal extent of Influence 
of each of the three point meafurenentt* within each influence 
zone, i t weuld be assumed that the respective pan value operates 
unifoxnity. i t i s proposed to adopt the second method for 
UY basin. 
The 2nd important factor for assesnent of evapotr- losses 
in the data regarding lend uti l isat ion s tat is t ics of the project 
area* information regarding land use are available at various 
Tehsil* Head Quarters at the lowest level . These stat ist ics 
gives infoiiiNition regarding classification of af on the basis 
of different uses, and details of total area under various crops. 
With the above data of land use at Tehsil level i t would, 
be possible to work out Hvapotr- losses for Tehsil as a whole. 
I t i s not possible to break evapotr- losses at various pointsi 
therefore, Tehsil will l« the smallest units for assessment of 
ev^otr- losses in the basin. 
In case of evapor* losses from water bodies in the area, 
the recomendation of I.^.D* to use a value of 0.8 as pan 
ccMifficient for the area receiving more than 100 cm of rain per 
anmin and 0.7 for the areas receiving lesser annual ppt- will be 
adopted. The surface area of the large ^ater bodies lying vdthin 
the project boudaries will be callected and total evapor losses 
detetmined on the l ines discussed above. 
A sizeable part of the project area fa l l s under the follerwlng 
broad gps -
1. Ares under non-agricultural use. 
2* Barren and unculturable land. 
AS th« evapor* losses from these surfaces can not be 
exactly determined by any of the methods discussed above, i t 
i s proposed to adopt the water budgeting technique on daily 
basis considering daily rain fall and daily potential evapor-
values* The actual evepor- rate will be governed by the daily 
ppt- and limited to the potential value of eveporation. 
cio we shall briefly discuss here sons physical theories 
on evaporation and evapotranspiration so that we can understand 
the importence and use of these methods* 
THEORY OF PEWAN: 
Which he presented i t in 1948 a theory of Free '^ter 
Evaporation BQ based on the application of the energy->balance 
condition (Evap. requires supply of heat) and the vaporation 
gradient condition ( a gradient sust exist to remove the vapour 
on CO produced) • 
The former conditon can be expressed by the fomjla 
where Ek •" Heat required in 
^^ OBiJ^  a a ^ s 
Ho X evaporation in - g ~ ~ 
to i s estimated from the incoming solar radiaUon after 
deduction of the "losses". 
Ihe seconJ coitiitlon i s expressed by the apnlication of 
Dalton» s law. 
Ho « c( ©i - •«) f (u) 
where Cg == saturation vapour pr#fsur at th« temperatur* t^ 
of the boundaiy layer between water and a i r . 
PCTEMtl/tt. EVAPOTRANSPIRATIONi 
The f!vapotranepi ration Ep from a tii^rt, 4fcoMd and 
green vegetation with adequate water s u p j ^ , i s comparable 
to the evaporation from a wet and green eurfaoi. Diff«Mncts 
with free water evaporation ar*} 
1. The albedtt i s greater because of the green colour, 
2 . The siomata are clo8«»d at night. H«nce we can expect 
Ep (potential evapotran^iration) to be smaller than 
EQ (free water evaporating) or F^ « H t^ 1 
For the growing season -» 0 .8 . 
m recent years t h i s matter has b?en explored further, 
penman and schofield have produced a formula t ^ i n g into account 
the tranmiration process in the plants . 
MASr TR>^ <yER METHOD! 
This method does not consider the l o s s of water from a 
surface but rather the transfer of water through the air t# the 
atmosphere ("invis ible vertical vapour f lux») . The theory 
has been developed by prandtl, «:verdrup, Rosby and Montgomery 
and investigated in practive by thornthwaite and Holxman. 
•>8&» 
Th« relation chip of «vapotranspiratlon to pan avap*-. 
has long be#n USIMJ in th« computation of irr igat ion r«quir«fB«nts. 
This relationship i s available for some cropt from many diverse 
dpptk parts of the world, such i s favail - U*!>«A« and India e t c . 
consumptive use coef f ic ients Kt ^or coinpating evapo-
trtfispiration Et, from either computed or in ensured evaporation 
Ep» These coeff ic ients ere suggested as representing in /average 
conditions and are proposed for use the fonmila: 
Et « KHp 
The eight crop groups are as fol lowst-
A)* Ttiese crops f i t a fa i r ly even bell type curve and have 
a mo'al grouping of an average value of l.CX!) i s used. Most 
Important crops include peans - K a^lze - cotton - potatoes -
mgar B<=>ets - Towar and peas. 
B) • This gps consists of the deciduous fru i t s and some field 
crops, some gp (A) crops that fkil to produce maxlaun vegetative 
cover and maximum grotrth ratios will be i t f i t in t h i s gp. 
I t includes} Dates - o l i v e s - plumes - walmit - Tomatoes 
and hybrid jowar. 
C). The crops Include - Melons - Onions • carrots - Hops and 
Grapes with a maidmum Et/ip rat ios of about 0.60. The general 
pattern i s again that of a bel l type curve. 
«>8D'* 
D) • Maximjot Ht/Hp ratio i s about 0.90 and usually occurs 
at e^ut 75 to 305^  complttion of tlw crop v#g«tative cycle. 
The CK>y»s included are Barley - celary - f la - w?heat and other 
anall grains. 
H) • Th«8e crops have fa i r ly f lat curves. Ratios of Et/^p 
renge from 0.70 to 1.10. The modal qp rat io i s about 0.90. 
The crops include - pastures - orihard wdth cover crop and 
plarttation. 
F) • This gp includes the e i tcus crops: oranges, Grape fru i t . 
The Ht/pp ami rat ios are fa i r ly constent throughout the ye^r 
and average ^out 0 .60. 
Ci)» nrmip ff?) includes sugarcane and a l fa l fa , pt/rp v.-,lueF 
increase v\ith crop arri generally v ery from 0.66 to 1.00. 
alfiS.J The Ht/Hp rat ios present a fa ir ly f la t curve, A maxiasoi 
values of 1.30 and a minufla of 0.80 i s representative of average 
conditions. sugar-Beets are shown as f i t t ing a typical bell 
curve «idth maxiimiin ration at 50 to bb% completion of tlie crop 
growing season. 
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HYDFIOLOGy 
in such a c(XBplicat«d systwns o f l i k e multipurpose 
water development p r o j e c t s one has to deal throughly with every 
component I solve i t s problems and intricacies. 
TO study the imputs, outputs wd storages of weter, a 
systematic plan i s made, AS we have many water releases at 
various points inU«J* Cdnil, we mainly measure the discharges 
at JAJAWALA. 
There are two main canals in the basin called eastern 
YffMjna canel and western jemuna canal. The western jamine canal 
has a branch canal called /pigmentation canal which i s a Ickiiedt 
l ined. 
Deafly methods have been devised for study the hydrological 
problens. 
1. w«ter fhed mode, i . e . only surface water response. 
2. sub.surface water Models. 
3. streon AQuifer Relation Modle. 
4 . Groundwater Management iModle. 
The sub-surface water contributes thrcHjghout the year 
to the streams, in the river there i s also some sub-surface 
flows. But all such types of flows have been stoped contribute 
by fMitting fHimps in the main Jamuna again into the canal back. 
To know the amount of water put to river janina from 
under surface aquifer i s necessar/ thing. The f irst method which 
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w» apply to t h i s i s the WatT Balance Equation 
I * Q + S 
vM hav* here to see the regenerated flows. 
intxit - Tajwala release ra infa l l , groundwater regenera-
t i o n , other escapes etc* 
output - At Hatwila discharge measurenents are noted 
evaporation and in f i l t ra t ion e tc . a re to know. 
W« can know unknovnn components i f we know other two. 
suppose we need to calculate the storage then we must add the 
outputs and inputs and automatically the rest l e s s will be the 
amount of water inf i l tered down the surface. 
H«xt mthod i s the concept of |4intW storages - This too 
i s tk« KVRicprk 9f a method to analyse the flow rates . The 
determination of Base flow upon the Linear Diol it ion curves, 
which I s defined as the hydrographs of a r iver during rainless 
periods when the flow i s sustained by the outflow of water 
from aquifers. The flow in the river i s indicated as sustained 
flow or minimum flow or Bat^flow. 
W* here consider only groundwater rin off as the supply 
of water during rainless periods. 9jch types of curves are used 
for forecasting the minimum flowsi gives the flow today, to 
forecast the minimum flww in the absence of rain in 10, 20, 30 -
days from now. Deplition curves form the link between surface -
water and groundwater and provides unfoiAwtion on the 
. 8 9 -
r«charg« and the characterist ics of aqulf«rs. Thes* curves 
represent the outflow of gvoundwater in storage. This process 
i s examined In theory of the non-study flow of groundwater. 
I f QQ i s the outflow at time t « 0 
t 
Qt " Qo* 
Qt * discharge at beggining, « characterist ics of basin 
log Qt « log Qo - t 
which i s usual form of equation. 
I f there are various aquifers in a canal basin with 
different values of , the deplltion curve will not plot as 
a straight small. Deplltion curves assume special shapes v^en 
the outflow from aquifer i s effected by EQ in seepage zones 
or when seasonal variations of the outflow i s small owing to 
the considerable aquifer capacity. 
MASTER DEPLinON CURVESi 
indicate rate of decrease of base flow with time 
starting from any i n i t i a l flow value, i f the base flow would 
behave l ike the straight l ine with the slope indicated by the 
value of the parameter - There are aquifers with different 
character! sticSf under these conditions the master depllt ion 
curve may st ight ly d i f f er from a straight l ine on semi 
logarethmic paper. 
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To find the best approximation the following graphical 
method can be used: 
a) se lect the longest flow periods without rains , (b) plot 
these se^nent on paper with time on a l inear and discharges on 
a logarithmic scale, (c) shift the segment horizontally unt i l l 
the various segments coincide in their lowest parts, (d) oo not 
change the vertical position of the segments (e) assign the 
greatest weight to periods of considerable length, (f) check 
whether the D.C« dif fer systematically according to the second. 
we take straight l ine to form a one recession ensure or 
master recession curve after measuring the Basin plow we analyse 
s t a t i s t i c a l l y . 
| f» calendarical f luctuations have been removed by moving 
average method which hsall give the straight l i n e . At Hatwala -
Tagiwali, indri release and baseflows are three main components. 
There are thrive system independent on each other. Tajwala data 
are also analysed and observed whether there i s trend or not 
and same at Aandri and no trend i s found thin in present data. 
Hatwala no trend occurs, so no down or fa l l in base flow. 
wazirabad — yf have 20 years data present. The data i s 
required to be homogeneous and constent. After that the time 
series analysis i s checked. We study and comporwnts of time 
ser ies (1) Trend, (2) per iodic i ty , (3) es tocast ic component, 
(4) and Randomness, by es tocast ic component analysis we can 
generate future predictions, suppose at Hatwala i f there i s 
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100 Gu 9»c bas»flow and som* how 100 cu sec. more i s added 
to the river at up ttrean automatically we shall f e t the 
100 4- 100 cu tec at down stream and then we shall superimpose of 
then and we can find the both amounts seperately. 
Another method which we apply i s we take flow readings 
at distent stat ions, go on increasing the days interval t i l l 
becomes the straight l i n e . By t h i s method we can clearly observe 
that the water moved at point « shall reach the station B 
and also can knew tkat the travel time, we can then plot the 
whole situation on log papers v^at we ar* required i s wether 
the data i s random or non randcm. ne shall know i t by parametric 
and nonparal parametric analysis lo^ich are most convenient. This 
data called i s called serial correlation coeff ic ient , we too 
should knerw the components which cause river flow, then we see 
consistencey and homogenity agfin which depend«s upon th» 
quanlity of available data for random data we feed probability 
data, log normal data, poisa distribution et£* 
I f the data i s non random then their i s trend, in that 
case we have to analyse i t in four parts whether there i s 
incl inat ion or declination in trend. 
1) canal flow, (2) tubewell, (3) R. f a l l , (4) Flood flow. 
These ax9 factors which cause trends, we find all the 
20 year values of each ^ove four factors . 
t 
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MULnPLE LINEAR REGRE?=;f;iON (WL RE) EQUAnoN: 
If in the ar«a th«r« i s rail fa l l and rechargt. 
(Recharge - dependent, rail fa l l i s dependent), we can develop 
the equation between the two variables. By t h i s iteqression 
gquation. we can foim the coeff ic ient correlation and can see 
wether the correlation between two I s bad or good, i f the 
variables are large we >eve to develop the (ML RE) and to adopt 
the technique and we can know the varrience, and shall find 
which variable i s dominent. 
SVSTEM APPROACHt 
Here main interest goes not some ,uch to what i s actually 
happening In the syst^n or'^ox* but to correct conversion of 
the input diagram into the output diagram. 
input 
tQ 
systen or box ! output 
M 
t t^  if 
The river basin system i s so complex that in most cases 
a division into at - least three subsystems i s necessary to obtain 
manege^le solutions. These are; 
- the surface and the shallow strata where a quick response of the 
flow to the rainfall occurs; 
- the unsaturated lone with the soil moisture storage governing 
the recharge of the subsoil; 
- the subsoil with a slow response of the groundwater flow to the 
re charge. 
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f v,hi i f 
P^ 
-t 
p \k I 
P " prtcipitat ion 
Pn* »©fftctlv«» precipitation generating gurface runoff + 
interflow « Qg (direct runoff) 
R « recharge 
Q_« groundwater outflow 
Attention will be focussed in the f i r s t p3 ac© to the 
«ubssy«t«fn referring to the surface runoff. There are tpp 
epproaches to tife conversion problem. 
a) Conceptual modal. (lumped approach). 
A limited number of operators i s uted which have the same 
e f fec t as the numerous subsystems in the prototype, i t i s log ic 
to prefer operators which reproduce actual processes in th« 
prototype. Basically there are twoj - translation (travel of 
water through the system) - s tor^e (retertion of water on the 
^ r f a c e , in channels, lakes e t c . ) , 
^) plgck box* (system ident i f i ca t ion) . 
Tn t h i s caet no attempt i s made to describe In one way or 
another the actual processes in the box. The system i s Identifiec 
by the response of the system to a given input. This response hai 
to be measured, with certain assumed properties of the systen the 
response can then be computed for any other rain. 
